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Dail: Survey
shows growth
of community
for business
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce
President/CEO Aaron Dail said
he is quite encouraged with the
results of a survey taken in
December that indicates strong
growth for the local business
community.
"This
is
based on just
2015 numbers,
as well as
looking
at
business
license actually issued to
formulate the
data. What is
showed, from
DaN
the formula, is
that we had a new business created every 2.2 days here. It's
very telling," Dail said Monday,
a few weeks after revealing
these numbers at the January
installment of Business @
Breakfast. There, he told the
audience that the 2.2-day figure
was faster than what was determined to be the pace for 2014 a new business created every
three days.
"You know, though? You can
really feel how that's happening," Dail said."Just take a look
around the town at all of the
new construction sites. Every

See SURVEY Page 2A
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And they did not do as we
expected, but they gaye
themselves first to the Lord
and then to us in keeping with
God's will.
2 Corinthians 8:5
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Jameson denies bond change in shooting case
Ledger & Times
file photo

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Attorney
Ches Clark,
left, shown
with Tearron
Sherrill in
Calloway
Circuit Court.

A Mayfield man accused in the
shooting death of another
Mayfield man in September at a
Murray apartment will remain in
jail for the time being.
In a status hearing that became
rather spirited at times Tuesday
afternoon, Calloway Circuit
Judge Jamie Jameson chose not
to change the $50,000 bond of

Tearron Sherrill,21,of Mayfield.
Sherill faces a manslaughter
charge, as well as a charge of
tampering with physical evidence in connection with the
fatal shooting of Jamel AlShubili, 18, on Sept. 9 at an
apartment on Stadium View
Drive.
Sherill's attorney - Ches Clark
- argued for a reduction in bond
to allow Sherrill the chance to
return to his work place in

Mayfield to resume progress
toward cutting into the amount of
money he owes pertaining to a
flagrant non-support case in
Graves County.
"I realize that we are talking
about a serious offense here,"
Clark told Jameson, "but Mr.
Sherrill has been in jail since
early September. In fact, I
believe (today) will be 146 days
U- See BOND Page 3A

Local artists merge
fine art with function
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray Art Guild hosted
a group of local rug-hooking
artists Tuesday who come in
monthly to get their "daily dose
of fiber" as they worked on
their individual textile pieces
and shared advice.
These textile artists are creating certain pieces that inherently have artistic value, but the
functionality of the pieces is
integral to the art's origins.
"My
great-grandmother
taught my mother how to hook
rugs in the 1950s or so and it
was always something they did
together, so naturally I was
around all of that," said Phyllis
Lindsey, a fiber and rug-hooking artist. "It used to be more
about making-do, like quiltmaking--rugs were needed to
warm the floors, especially in
northeastern states and Europe.
"Rug-hooking began as function like many art forms, but
there has been a kind of revolution, also like quilt-making,
where the styles are becoming
a- See HOOKED Page 3A

MORGAN WILLIAMS/
Ledger & Times photos
ABOVE: Rug-hooking artist Debi
Centofante works on a smaller
rug featuring a rabbit and flowers
at the rug-hooking gathering
Tuesday at the Murray Art Guild.
RIGHT: A selection of the completed rugs and works in progress
by the rug-hooking artists who
gather monthly at the Murray Art
Guild. The textiles can be used
traditionally as rugs and pillows or
displayed as decorative wall
hangings.

Kirksey Road wreck causes injuries
JOHN WRIGHT!
Ledger & Times

Calloway deputies make arrest
after foot chase at Coldwater
Staff Report
Calloway County sheriff's deputies had to battle the elements Tuesday in making an arrest of a man who allegedly
led them on a foot chase in the Coldwater Bottoms area of
the county northwest of Murray.
According to a release, the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office was dispatched Tuesday afternoon to the Coldwater
Bottoms on KY 121 North, where a caller advised he had
found a subject lying on the side of the state highway. Heavy
rain was repotted as falling at the time.

At least two people
were injured in a single-vehicle crash
Tuesday night near
Kirksey. The crash
was reported at about
7. The crash site was
about a mile and a
half north of KY 80.
No further inform/Mon
was available.

OP See FOOT CHASE Pap 3A
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WE
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 49. Southwest wind 5 to
8 mph.
Friday

Night: Partly

cloudy, with a low around 30.
South southwest wind 3 to 5
mph.
Saturday: Mostly
with

sunny,

a

high near 52.
Southwest wind 6 to 10 mph.
Saturday
Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 33.
Southwest. wind around 7

Today: Increasing clouds,
with a high near 44. West
southwest wind 11 to 16
mph, with gusts as high as
22 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
then gradually becoming
mostly clear, with a low
around 29. Northwest wind 6
to 10 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 41. Northwest
wind 5 to 8 mph.
Thursday Night: Clear,
with a low around 27. West
southwest wind around 5
mph becoming calm in the
evening.

Ledger & Times tile photo

Ledger & Times tile photo

Shown is the early stages of construction for the new Bank of
Cadiz branch on North 12th Street in Murray.

Here is the Spring Hill Suites by Marriott hotel under construction on North 12th Street.

mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 52. Southwest wind 7 to
10 mph.
Sunday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 34.
Southwest wind around 8
mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
rain. Partly sunny, with a high
near 47. West wind 8 to 13
mph, with gusts as high as 21
mph.

Photo provided

With businesses being created in Murray, ribbon cuttings like
this have become quite frequent.

From Front
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This is the north location of Huck's Convenience Store on
North 12th Street near Bee Creek.

Now 1699

one of those means something new
is coming into our community.
"These results show a couple of
things actually. First,(the business
community) definitely is growing,
which means not only with the
number of businesses but also with
opportunity. At the same time,
though,that also means more competition and it's forcing the businesses that have already been here
maybe for several years to know
that they're perhaps going to have
to change how they've done things,
especially when they might have a
competitor that's pretty much
doing the same thing. They're
going to have to understand exactly what that means, and that's not
only applicable to Chamber members. That goes for all businesses
here.
"For us, obviously having business growth is wonderful; it's just
going to cause others to change
their tactics."
Dail also said he was very
pleased with the amount of participation the survey attracted, particularly from smaller establishments
(between 1-10 employees) where
57 percent of those businesses
responded.
"It's important to get a good
response on this because, especially from our position of working
with our business community, we
want to see where we are going and
why," he said. "Also, with the way

we designed the survey, we made it
easy for people to give their
responses, and I think it was the
way the format was that made that
happen. We did those over a period
of three weeks to give people a
pretty good amount of time to be
part of it."
Dail said that nother encouraging
sign that came from the survey was
that the vast majority of the respondents said their businesses were
performing well financially. Out of
112 total responses, 56 reported
that their businesses were more
profitable in 2015, while 44 percent said that they were about the
same.
Only 10 said they had been less
profitable in 2015.
In addition,the survey also asked
a couple of questions pertaining to
the Kentucky General Assembly.
One had to do withivhat is called
the LIFT program,-which would
allow communities to vote on up to
a 1 percent option sales tax to fund
local projects.The Chamber survey
showed that, of the 112 respondents, 63 favored this idea, while
34 opposed it.
Also, the survey asked which
issues for the General Assembly
were the most important.
Comprehensive tax reform was
No.
1,
followed
transportation/infrastructure investments with healthcare/Medicaid
narrowly edging pension funding
and reforms for third.•
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Now
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Hillsdale Table and 4 Chairs
Oak/Slate/Metal
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Pine Finish
Queen Size Headboard
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641 SOUTH WRECK: At least two people are believed to
have received injuries in a two-vehicle wreck Tuesday afternoon on U.S. 641 South north of Hazel. At least two people
were observed being taken from the scene in an ambulance.
No further information was available.
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Ii DAVE SAYS
By Dave Ramsey
Dating and the budget
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Dear Dave,
I've been following your plan, and I've finally gotten out of debt and feel I have control of
my finances. I'm also single, and I was wondering if you have any tips for how to gracefully
mention financial topics and budgeting when
you're on a date.
Paula
Dear Paula,
Well,I don't recommend bringing it up on
a first date. If I'm a guy on the initial date
with a girl and the first thing out of her
mouth is about finances and handling
money,that's going to be pretty strange.
Now,if the first date turns into another
and another and another,then you might
start talking about the deeper things in life
and where you both stand. As you start talking about more serious subjects, you'll begin
to learn if there's enough of a basis for a real
relationship.
But the first date is just sort of an introduction, right? You're both seeing if there's
any initial, mutual compatibility. Asking
someone how much they make,or where
they are on their debt snowball in this scenario is officially weird—even by my standards. In other words, use manners and tact.
They may be old fashioned words these days,
but in most cases they work well.
—Dave

More of a long-term
spending thing
Dear Dave,
I've started my four-year-old on an allowance
structure and a chore chart. I also have a minienvelope system with spending and saving set

up, but I'm having trouble helping him distinguish between the two. How can I solve this?
Monica
Dear Monica,
At that age,any type of saving is going to
be more of a glorified,long-term spending
plan. The point is to teach them to delay
gratification when you're first starting out.
And when you're only four,two weeks is
long term.
The contents of the spending envelope
should be kind of spontaneous. Let him take
It on trips to the store, and if he wants a
pack of gum or whatever, he can get it. The
saving envelope, though,stays at home.
Then,as he grows and his mind and reasoning develops a little more, you can really
start teaching him about long-term goals and
how to get there—including giving.
'
Don't try to force a four-year-old to think
five or 10 years into the future. We're just
trying to teach lessons here, and it doesn't
have to be done perfectly. Just be intentional,
and try to find teachable moments as you go
along!
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on
money and business, and CEO of Ramsey
Solutions. He has authored five New York Times
best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is
heard by more than 11 million listeners each
week on more than 550 radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar,
provides afree online budget tool. Follow Dave
on Twitter at @DaveRamsey and on the web
atdaveramsey.com.
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This is why I feel that it is
very
important to plan for our
Special to the Ledger
60A/biltottty
future in Murray-Calloway
During the past year, the
FOUNDATION
Community Foundation has
Murray-Calloway
County.
dedicated itself to educating the
County
has
always
been a very
Article 56
community on what the
because of our campaign.
progressive
community.
That is
Community Foundation does
why this foundation was
for the
Murray-Calloway
We Invest
County community and its citiformed, to give people with a
It is very important that we
zens.
work
hard to ensure that funds vision for Murray-Calloway
That is one of the reasons I
County the chance to get
decided to get involved. I want- are properly invested to maximize
returns.
These
funds
have
involved. You never know the
ed to make a difference in our
community for the future, and to more impact being pooled life you will touch.
me that is the essence of the together and support the critical
Harold
Hurt, President
Murray-Calloway
County work that nonprofits and educa270-761-6880,
tional institutions are doing MCCCF,
Community Foundation. It is
throughout
the
Murray
and
Linda
hhurt@hurtryanlaw.com;
planning for your future that
Calloway County community.
Avery, 270-753-0060, lindaavcounts.
We offer the best tax advanI believe that three simple
Gary
tages for charitable donations ery@kycourts.net;
actions capture the essence of
270-753-0503,
available. We are a 501c3 non- Brockway,
everyday life of the Community
profit organization
gary.brockway@murraystate.ed
Foundation - We Receive. We
U; Matt Hale„ 270-753-5411,
invest. We give.
We Give
mhale@tccpas.com;
Sarah
The Murray-Calloway County
We Receive
270-227-8010,
Jones,
The major source of support Community Foundation helps
local non-profit agencies with sarah@vintagerose.com; Brian
comes from contributions of
financial support of local pro- Overbey,
270-767-2000,
cash from local individuals,
grams and services.
brian.overbey@bankwithherfamilies and businesses who
Together, our work touches
want to make a difference for
every aspect of daily life, itage.com; Dick Weaver, 270the future. This is the heart of
including arts, education, health 753-2899; Zach Dunlap, 270our mission.
services, parks and so much 8 1 6 - 3 8 8 0 ,
Money comes from people
more. The returns will grow zach.dunlap@usbank.com,
who invest in an endowment
more as time passes for our
and donate to those endowAlice Rouse, 270-753-8393,
future; its like planting a seed
ments, many of which nonproffor one apple tree that grows airouse@murray-ky.net.
its, parks, health and schools.
into an orchard.
Written by Alice Rouse, board
This has been the case now for
So when you give through the member,
Murray-Calloway
five years in this community,
Community Foundation, you
Community
and this past year we have seen
County
join a powerful network of inciia big difference in our donations
Foundation. IN
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III Jameson denies BOND change...
reduction back to the table, if he believed it was still
an issue, at a later date.
to be exact.
Sherrill's next appearance will be at 1 p.m. March 1.
"He was paying on that case,and he'd like to be able
Something else spurring Clark's argument for bond
to get out and begin working again to start paying that reduction was brought to the open earlier when
down."
Hatfield updated Jameson on progress with having
Calloway Assistant Commonwealth Attorney Cirris evidence in the case processed. Hatfield said one of
Hatfield saw things differently.
those items, a cell phone, was proving difficult to
"I don't think that is making a good-faith argument examine as it was damaged,making extraction of data
and believe bond should remain the same," Hatfield a challenge, which Clark argued was delaying his
said.
client's case.
Jameson had the final word.
She said something on that progress should be
"That's not a big-swing thing for me on a known in about a month.She said she would report on
manslaughter case," he said before a short meeting at the situation on March 1.
the bench with the opposing counsels, resulting in his
Individuals facing charges are presumed innocent
announcement that the bond would stay at $50,000. until proven guilty in a court of law.•
He did tell Clark that he was welcome to bring bond

From Front

•They're HOOKED...
From Front
more ornate and the art form is
really becoming a craft."
"Now these pieces are being
used as wall-hangings, bed covers,
tapestries,so it definitely has more
applications than art on the floor,"
Lindsey said."What I like about it
now is how you can use a lot of
recycled or repurposed materials.
Historically, people probably used
cotton or wool, now one can use tshirts, denim,recycled kilts.
"I love it because there are very
few rules. People are branching
out and using all different kinds of
fabrics, thread, beads, seashells
even."
Lindsey said that it's a very forgiving art form in that there are so
many options that a fiber artist can
choose from when initially design-

ing a piece.
draw a lot of my own patterns
but you can buy commercial patterns or adapt other 2D pieces into
a design," Lindsey said."A popular design now is adapting a
child's drawings and sketches,creating a nice, naive look that doesn't have to have a lot of shading."
Lindsey and other textile artists
agreed: the tactile feel of rug-making and other fiber arts are a major
aspect of form itself.
"Rug-making is definitely somewhere between a 2D and 3D art
form because the work is essentially flat but there is such texture," she said.
The tactile enjoyment of it can
also fill a sentimental aspect of the
work.
"The sensation of your toes feeling that rug every time you walk

C
across it, it's very comforting,"
Lindsey said. "I also had some of
my dad's tweed jackets and even
though I dyed over the original
fabric, I can look down at one of
my rugs and see those pieces of
my dad's jacket.
"I've found that when I'm working on the designs that are very
close to me and that are very emotional, I do my best work,"
Lindsey said. "The connection
with my mom and grandma, I'm
translating that interest in color,
form, shape and shade into creating these functional pieces."

•CCSO, FOOT CHASE...
of the field and, after a few minutes of trying to reach
the subject, authorities were able to do that.
CCSO said that the caller stated he had the subject
Officers from the Murray Police Department and
in his truck and culled for medical personnel to come Murray State University Police also responded and
to the scene and examine the subject. Deputies also assisted with the search.
The subject was identified as Brad Earl Reeves,
were dispatched at the same time.
However,during the time Murray-Calloway County who then allegedly refused to obey commands to put
EMS Rescue,a Murray-Calloway County Ambulance his hands behind his back from Williams. Eventually,
Service unit and the deputies were responding, well, Reeves fell to the ground and was detained. Reeves
also allegedly stated his shoulder was dislocated from
things became interesting.
Upon arrival, all responding units found that the jumping out of a moving vehicle.
subject had apparently left the dry cab of the passerThis led to Reeves being taken to Murray-Calloway
by's truck and was on foot somewhere in the pouring County Hospital for evaluation.
Reeves was charged with alcohol intoxication in a
rain.
Eventually, it was determined that the subject had public place.
Individuals facing charges are. presumed innocent
traveled into a nearby field. After a short search,
Deputy Danny Williams found the subject at the back until proven guilty in a court of law.•

From Front
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WANTkir

Paid holidays and
vacation,
health and dental
plans,
are all part of an
excellent
benefit package!

ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing
individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include
servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising degree would be helpful.
Pay is salary, plus commission, and will be based on education and sales experience.

NEWS REPORTER

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
* Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
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Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong
time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the
job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as
Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera
- and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of content and edit media advisories
received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage
year-round. Send clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos (should
be formatted appropriately), along with a resume. PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with graphic design and pagination, knowledge in the
following programs is required, Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines. Salary will
be based on experience. Send dippings of your previous work experience, along with a
resume.

Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
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The Murray Ledger 6. Times
an
is equal opportunity employer.
Questions or comments
can be directed to 270-753-1916.
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IN OTHER
WORDS
This week in Frankfort proved to be not
only fruitful, but historic for the Kentucky
House of Representatives. For the first time in
over 12 years, debate and a floor vote was
allowed on a pro-life piece of legislation. Senate Bill 4, commonly known as the informed
consent bill, passed the House by a vote of
92-3.
SB 4 was originally passed in a similar
bipartisan fashion in the Senate prior to heading to the House. At that time, the bill required
Legislative a face-to-face consultation between a woman
and her healthcare provider 24 hours prior to
Update
an abortive procedure. Kentucky already required
By Rep. Kenny
that consultation, but because of an unintended
Imes
loophole, abortion clinics have been conducting
R- Murray
consultations via telephone and often by recorded message. Following an amendment added in
the House, the bill that passed out allows the consultation to occur
in person or via Telehealth.
As in years past, House Democrat Leadership initially tried to
block consideration of SB 4, prompting the House Republican Caucus to take procedural actions that haven't been used in several
decades in Kentucky. I am proud to have been part of the effective leadership, which at times required much fight and persistence,
but eventually led to bipartisan passage of this bill that is important to so many Kentuckians.
In another move to protect human life, the House also considered HB 97 which is designed to protect abandoned newborn babies.
Under House Bill 97, parents of newborns would have ip to 30
days to surrender their baby at a state-approved safe pla&, including participating churches or other places of worship, without facing criminal charges as long as the child is not injured. Current
law only gives parents 3 days to leave the baby at a police or fire
station, hospital or with other emergency personnel if they feel
unable to keep the baby. The chamber voted 92-0 for the passage
and the bill is now in the Senate for consideration.
In other important action this week, the Governor delivered his
budget address to a joint session of the House and Senate. The proposal outlined a plan to shore up the state's public pension systems
with over $800 million in new finding.
The pension proposal is a highlight of the largely austere budget proposal which Governor Matt Bevin told lawmakers would cut
state spending in most agencies by 4_5% the remainder of this fiscal year and 9% over the next two fiscal years. Those cuts are
expected to reduce spending over the biennium by around $650
million-a move the Governor says Kentucky must make to get its
fiscal house in order. It will be up to the Legislature, however, to
decide whether or not to agree to that proposal as we craft our
own two-year spending plan this session.
Whatever budget plan we arrive on over the next four to six
weeks will almost certainly provide little in the way of new spending, except for state pensions. Revenue growth, though improved,
still lags behind official estimates for fiscal year 2016 with slow to
moderate growth also forecast over the next biennium. Combine
that with a lack of support among many (if not most) lawmakers
for new taxes and debt and you end up with a spending plan that
folks in Frankfort are calling "austere" at best.
This does not mean that some new funding-as well as exemptions from proposed cuts-are out of the question. Some of both
are bound in the Executive Branch budget plan.
New money proposed by the Governor in his budget, besides
the additional funding proposed for SEEK, would include the following: A $100 million bond pool for investment in manufacturing
and IT-related jobs, nearly $6 tnillion for social workers and state
guardianship programs, $4.5 million to eliminate a backlog in DNA
testing at the state crime lab, $125 million for salary increases for
state troopers and corrections officers, full funding for full implementation of SB 192 to fight Kentucky's heroin scourge, and more.
I welcome your comments and concerns on any issues impacting our Commonwealth during the 2016 Regular Session. I can be
reached through the toll-free message line in Frankfort at 1-800372-7181, or you can contact me via e-mail at Kennylmes@Irc.ky.gov.
You can keep track of committee meetings and potential legislation
through the Kentucky Legislature Home Page at wwwirc.ky.gov.•
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Empathy and History
Writer's note: II want to congratulate the Murray Lady
Tigers on winning the All A State
Championship and the Murray
Tigers on capturing the Runners-Up trophy in the All A
State Championship. I hope to
write a proper column about
the exploits of the Lady Tigers
and the Tigers and their fine
coaches in a future column.
Congratulations!

the eminent Harvard historian
Samuel Eliot Morison,the biographer of Christopher Columbus.
I remember that my mother had secretly called Dr. Gladys
Bryant, one of my history professors at Belmont University,
to ask for advice on a good
book of history to buy as a
Christmas present for her history major son. Dr. Bryant,
surely caught off guard by my
In the discipline of history, mother's phone call, had sughistorians write books, publish- gested Morison's "The Euroers send the books out to schol- pean Discovery of America."
arly journals, journal editors I have that Christmas present
send the books out to other book on my shelves and through
historians, who in turn write it I came to admire Morison's
book reviews to be published work.
in the journals. To be reviewed
In one of Morison's books
in a scholarly journal or in a on Columbus, however, the hisnewspaper is helpful in get- torian got himself in a pickle
ting out the word (even if the with a reviewer when he made
review is negative), boosting what he must of thought was
book sales, and (especially if an innocuous statement about
the review is positive) boost- one of the discoverer's voying the reputation of the author. ages. Morison simply stated
Usually, reviews are com- that on one particular day in
plimentary; the reviewer rec- 1492, the captain [Columbus]
ognizes the achievement of the had "staggered to the deck of
historian, the long months and the ship." The conscientious
maybe years of research and book reviewer questioned the
writing. Sometimes, though, statement. After all, he said,how
reviewers are indeed critical. could Morison, who surely wasIt can get especially nasty if n't there in 1492 to witness
someone's research is called the event, know that Columinto question, or if a histori- bus on that day had staggered
an's integrity is held to be sus- to the deck of the ship.
pect. That's what happened to
Morison responded that in

his research
he had consulted
the
ship's log,
and on that
particular
day, the captain [again
Columbus]
had been ill.
Furthermore,
the captain Hoçpie and
Away
noted that on
By James
that day there
Duane Bolin
was a storm
at sea. With Ledger & Times
Columnist
that
evidence, the
historian had reasoned that with
a storm at sea, an ill and weakened captain would not have
walked to the deck of the ship;
he would have staggered.
That explanation did not satisfy the critical reviewer. How
could the historian know for
sure, based on the evidence?
What, after all, did the evidence reveal? Morison made
one more stab at an explanation. He said that he himself
had sailed on a scale replica
of the Santa Maria. He assured
the reviewer that based on his
own experience, a sick captain, in a storm at sea, would
have staggered to the deck of
the ship. He knew from his
own experience!
Well, now! What do you

think? Samuel Eliot Morison
this renowned historian, had certainly developed an empathy
for his historical subject through
his research. We often encourage our students to empathize
with those long dead individuals in their history textbooks
What must it have been like
to live as they lived, to think
as they thought, and to act as
they acted? "Put yourselves in
their shoes or moccasins," we
tell students in our history
classes. "What was it like to
have lived back in those long

James 1

ago days."
But what role does empathy play in historical research

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: Kennyimes@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

another example of history as
an art, rather than an exact
science.
Duane Bolin teaches in the

State University. He may be reachea
at jbolin@murraystate.edu.•

State Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz)
Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
e-mail: Stan.humphnes@Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
(502) 564-8100 Ext. 870
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alarmed and
followed
him outside.
Imagine how
dumb I felt
when I asked
him what he
thought he
was doing.
"Nothing,
ma'am ," he
replied."Just Main Street
helping."
By Constance
Writing
Alexander
about home Ledger & Times
town
life
Columnist
was filled
with opportunities to focus on the good
things about Murray. When my
mother was alive, I sent her
an annual subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times so
she, a die-hard New Yorker,
could imagine my surroundings here in Kentucky. She
enjoyed her daily reading of
the paper and grew to prefer
it to the local New Jersey
paper.
"Nothing bad ever happens
there," she marveled.
Like Lake Wobegone, the
mythical town created by radio
host Garrison Keillor, Murray
seemed to be the ideal setting,
where all the women strong,
all the men are good looking,
and all the children are above
average.. Until I explained otherwise, Mother even imagined
that Dr. Gott - author of a
syndicated column by a wise

Clint
now

Department of History at Murray

Main Street, best spot in town for longtime columnist
The first "Main Street" was ging, I was amazed that
published in the Murray Ledger strangers waved to me from
& Times February 2, 1989: their cars, and the gesture was
Twenty-seven
years, 1450 actually intended to be friendcolumns, and about 1.1 mil- ly. I, on the other hand, was
lion words ago. In the begin- accustomed to New Jersey,
ning, I was newly married and where such hand gestures were
had relocated here from New seldom a sign of good will.
Jersey, where I'd lived all my
In stores, customers were
life. Up until then, I'd done allowed to take things home
a lot of business travel through- and try them out without payout the United States, but the ing. I remember puzzling over
only time I'd been to this state some throw pillows and whether
was the time I flew into Cincin- they would go with our living
nati for a sales meeting and room sofa. "Go ahead, take
discovered the airport was actu- 'em with you and then decide,"
ally across the Ohio River in the store owner offered.
Kentucky.
No signature or credit card
Obviously,I had a lot to learn number was needed. When I
about my new Kentucky home. wondered how he could be so
After I moved here, I discov- generous with merchandise and
ered that writing a column was so trusting of customers, the
a terrific way to be informed. merchant said, "If you don't
Early on, I realized when come back, I know where to
people referred to me as a find you."
Yankee, they didn't necessariSince I hadn't lived in a small
ly mean I was a fan of the town since my high school
baseball team. And if anyone years, I had forgotten some of
asked me,"You doin' all right?" the typical behaviors. A house
they were not suggesting I was seldom referred to as your
wasn't okay. The common house, unless it was brand new.
phrase that confused me the We, for instance, resided in
most was, "Bless your heart." the Groppel house, across from
On the surface, it seemed like Donny and next door to the
a sweet Southern sentiment, Crawford's.
until I sensed it was just anothOne of the most embarrasser way of saying, "You poor, ing things to report is how
unaccustomed I was to the
pitiful thing."
People were friendlier here kindness of strangers. The day
than in the northeast. Children a young man in Owens' Marspoke to strangers without fear, ket picked up my grocery bags
and citizens boasted about never at the check-out and proceedlocking their houses. Out jog- ed to leave the store, I was
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old physician that used to be
printed in the local paper -actually practiced here on Main
Street.
In spite of the breezy recollections, I believe writing a
column is a privilege I take
seriously. When then-publisher
Walt Apperson invited me to
take on the challenge, he said
I could about whatever interested me, "As long as it's not
political

or

controversial."

Admittedly, I have not always
stuck to those parameters, but
I strive to address topics of
relevance and interest to the
community, and I still find after 27 years - there is always
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something to learn about Murray, Kentucky.
Thanks to loyal readers, one
of the constants about our town
is that it is truly one of the
friendliest in America, and I
am honored to write about it.
Read Main Street online at
www.nuirrayledgerzorn. Contact the
columnist

directly
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Dale McDaniel
Dale McDaniel, 76, of Cadiz, Kentucky, died
Sunday, Jan. 31, 2016 at his home.
He was a retired technician with BellSouth
where he worked for 29 years. He was a member
of Westside Church of Christ in Hopkinsville.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Joe
Preston and Virginia Mae Cathcart McDaniel and
a sister, Patricia Ward.
Mr. McDaniel is survived by a son, Bobby
McDaniel of Hopkinsville; a daughter, Cindy Pyle
McDaniel and husband,Larry of Hopkinsville; one grandson,
Steven Preston McDaniel and two brothers,
Dennis McDaniel and wife Veronica of Fulton and Randy
McDaniel and wife Vanessa of Murray.
Funeral services will be at 11 am. Thursday, Feb. 4, 2016 at
Goodwin Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Green Hill Memonal
Gardens, Hopkinsville. Visitation will be after 4 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 3, 2015 at the funeral home.
Goodwin Funeral Home, Inc., Cadiz, is in charge of arrangements.
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Euel Lee Kimbro,87,of Murray, Kentucky,died
Sunday, Jan. 31, 2016 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was born in Hamlin, Kentucky, on Dec. 18,
1928 to Charlie Edmond Kimbro and Cora
Elizabeth Thompson Kimbro.
He retired from the upholstery department at
Murray State University. Prior to his retirement,
he was employed at Tappan Manufacturing for 32
years and was the owner and operator of Wayside
'Umbel) Upholstery Shop. He was a member of Northside
Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Christine Marie Kimbro; two sisters; three brothers; one granddaughter, Crystal Kimbro Winchester; one great-grandson, Zakari
Winchester and one great-granddaughter, Avery Patrick.
Mr. Kimbro is survived by one daughter, Kathy Gail Herndon and
husband Wade of Murray; one son, Ronnie Lee Kimbro and wife
Patty of Murray; four grandchildren, Jeremy Herndon, Missy
Patrick, Sherry Kimbro and Amanda Kimbro; six great-grandchildren, Harleigh Merrell, Dalton Winchester, Ashlynn Suiter, Kayden
Patrick, Derek Herndon and Jacob Deresendes; three great-greatgrandchildren, Trinity Merrell, Joshua Merrell and Brantley
Winchester, as well as several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be Thursday, Feb. 4, 2016 at 2 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brett Miles and Kerry Lambert
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016 from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY 42003 or to Northside
Baptist Church Building Fund, 1477 Boggess Drive, Almo, KY
42020.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurcbillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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James W. Collier Jr., 72, of Ocean Springs, Mississippi, died
Monday, Feb. 1,2016.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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James Gilbert Alton, 82, of Hazel, Kentucky,
died Monday, Feb.'1,2016 at his home.
He was born in Hazel on June 17,1933 to Ed G.
Alton and Hazel Marie Heaton Alton.
He was a retired farmer and also worked at
Tappan Manufacturing Company for 23 years. He
was of Methodist faith.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his wife, Jennie "Carolyn" Alton, who
died Sept. 13, 2015; one sister, Catherine Lax and
one brother, Will Ed Alton.
Alton
Mr. Alton is survived by two sons, Hugh G.
Alton and Timothy Joe Alton, both of Hazel; four sisters, Jo
Shanklin of Albuquerque, New Mexico; Jean Woods of Murray;
Carolyn Maxlow of Calvert City and Shirley Morton and husband
Ed of Murray; five grandchildren, Jennifer Henley and husband
Cameron of Murray, Chris Alton of Murray, Miranda Alton of
Gatlinburg, Tennessee; Emily Alton of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and Madison Alton of Hazel and three great-grandchildren, Xavier
Brown, Carter Coleman and Micah Henley, all of Murray.
A graveside service will be Friday, Feb. 5,2016 at 11 am. at the
Hazel Cemetery with Tim Escue officiating. Burial will follow.
Visitation will be Thursday, Feb. 4, 2016 from 5-8 p.m, at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hazel Cemetery
Fund, Att. Patsy Bramlett, PO Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Joe Pat Ray
Joe Pat Ray,75,of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday, Jan. 31,2016
at his home.
He was born in Henry County, Tennessee, to Harold L. Ray and
Myrtle Lee Lamb Ray.
He retired as owner and operator of Ray's Drywall. He was a
member of Bethlehem Church of Christ.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one brother (infant), Jackie Ray.
Mr. Ray is survived by his wife, Lisa Winters Ray, whom he married on June 1, 1985 in Murray; two daughters, Sandra Johnson and
husband Dale of Paris, Tennessee and Melissa Walker and husband
Chris of Puryear, Tennessee; one son, Kerry Pat Ray and wife Lisa
of Paris; one sister, Frieda Robinson and husband Bill of Puryear;
one brother, Gerald Ray and wife Sharon of Puryear; five grandchildren, Jade Wilkins, Whitney Thomas, Carson Ray, Drake Walker
and Hayden Walker and one great-grandchild, Everly Wilkins.
Funeral services will be Thursday, Feb. 4, 2016 at 11 a.m. at
Bethlehem Church of Christ with Roger Burke officiating. Burial
will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
and on Thursday, Feb. 4,2016 from 10-11 a.m. at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

now turn to New Hampshire
By KATHLEEN HENNESSEY
and LISA LERER
Associated Press

NASHUA, NB.(AP) — Hillary Clinton tried to turn a skin-of-her-teeth
victory in Iowa into a bit of momentum for her battered Democratic campaign, and Ted Cruz sought to lock in his spot at the top of the Republican
field as the presidential candidates packed up Tuesday and sped to New
Hampshire.
The contenders descended on the Granite State — along with scores of volunteers and staff — and quickly scattered for a blitz of campaign rallies and
television interviews. Some sought to capitalize on the results of the Iowa
caucuses, while others looked to put the best face on poor showings as they
settled in for the Feb.9 New Hampshire primary and beyond.
Clinton celebrated her narrow win in the leadoff caucuses and said she
expected a tough fight in New Hampshire, noting she'll be campaigning in
the 'backyard" of Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders. where he has been running
strong for weeks.
Sanders celebrated his stronger-than-expected showing in Iowa,landing at
dawn in Bow and addressing a hardy group of supporters who met him.
"We're in this for the long haul." he told reporters as his plane flew through
the night to the season's second showdown.
Indeed, the once-unthinkably-small margin between the former first lady,
senator and secretary of state over the self-declared democratic socialist suggested the Democratic contest is headed toward a protracted fight between
the party's pragmatic and progressive wings. Clinton defeated Sanders by less
than three-tenths of 1 percent,the closest in Iowa Democratic caucus history,
the state party said. Sanders said his campaign was still reviewing the results
and did not concede.
On the Republican side, Cruz's win in Iowa provided a twist worthy of the
topsy-turvy race. The Texas senator proved to be beloved by evangelicals,
even if maligned by many others in his party, and adept at mounting a powerful grass-roots operation. Donald Trump's second-place finish was a humbling blow to the boastful mogul who had dominated the polls for weeks.
Corning in a close third, Marco Rubio was catapulted to the top of heap of
establishment candidates vying to be the party's preferred alternative to
Trump or Cruzil

Louisville' Judge charged with violating code of conduct
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — A Jefferson District Court Judge who
jailed a witness without a hearing has been formally charged with
violating the Code of Judicial Conduct.
Media outlets report that on Monday, the Kentucky Judicial
Conduct Commission notified Judge Sheila Collins that she could
be suspended or removed from office for interrogating Jasrnin Stone
without counsel and locking her up after she withdrew an allegation
that she was the victim of domestic violence. The commission says
Collins refused to lower Stone's $10,000 bond. Stone was later
released by another judge, Erica Williams, who dismissed the
charge the next day and apologized to her.

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Glada Joy Buchanan,88
Funeral service will be at 10 a.m Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memonal
Gardens.
Mary Kathryn Cleaver,82
Funeral service will be at 1 pin. Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Collier Funeral Home, Benton
Deborah Rae Parker,65
Funeral service will be at 1 pm. Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2016 at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery,
Kirk.sey.

Kentucky House Democrats say
they oppose Bevin spending cuts
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

the House version of the budget by
the end of February or the first
week of March.
On Tuesday, Bevin's budget
director John Chilton outlined the
proposal to the House budget committee and faced a barrage of questions about how the governor
planned to cut the budget. Chilton
said the cuts would be left to the
cabinet secretaries who run the
state agencies.
"We're not going to accept that."
Rand said. "It just won't work."
The biggest gripes from
Democrats were the lack of
specifics. Bevin wants to support
colleges and universities based on a
set of criteria that would be developed later by Bevin's administration and college presidents.
And he wants to borrow $100
million to spend on programs to
train people to enter Kentucky's
changing workforce, but did not
say what those programs are or
how the money would be spent.
"Workforce development is the
most important thing we can do in
Kentucky," Democratic Rep. Lany
Clark of Louisville said, but he
added: "I think you're going to have
to present to us a plan before we
blindly give you $100 million."
Other lawmakers were more
willing to accept Bevin's cuts.
Democratic Attorney
When
General Andy' Beshear told lawmakers the cuts could cause him to
lay off up to 20 prosecutors,
Republican state Rep. Brad
Montell of Shelbyville urged him
to make the adjustments.
"We haven't had any real leadership to address where our state was
going in the area of pensions and
then with the tremendous challenge
we have in funding the increased
cost of Medicaid," Montell said in
an apparent criticism of Beshear's
father, former Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear. 'This governor has
stepped up and said we have to
make some tough decisions. We've
got to right the ship."•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Democrats said Tuesday
they likely will not approve $650
million worth of state spending
cuts proposed by Republican Gov.
Matt Bevin, setting up a budget
battle one month ahead of four special elections that could shift the
balance of power in the legislature.
State economists now expect the
Stare will have $900 million more
to spend over the next two years
than they had earlier predicted.
That includes a projected $200 million surplus when the fiscal year
ends on June 30. But ballooning
pension debts and the ever increasing costs of health care in the state's
Medicaid system prornpted Bevin
to slash the budget by 4.5 percent
this year and another9 percent over
the next two years.
"I think cutting, in a fiscal year
where the budget is balanced and
we know we're going to have a
$200 million surplus,that's hard for
me to understand," Democratic
Duane B. Vernet
Duane B. Vernot, 54, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday. Feb. 2, House budget chairman Rick Rand
said. He added that the committee
2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. would shrink Bevin's cuts before
sending the proposal on to the full
House of Representatives.
"If the House Democrats want to
oppose these necessary cuts, then
their only alternatives are to raise
taxes, make our debt problem
worse or steal from pensions,"
Bevin spokeswoman Jessica Ditto
By BRUCE SCHREINER
said.
Associated Press
Democrats have a 50-46 majority
in the Kentucky Housr, which they
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — It was quick, albeit unorthodox, when have controlled for nearly a centuKentucky Gov. Matt Bevin signed an abortion-related bill into law ry. But the House has four vacant
Tuesday after a delegation of lawmakers presented it to him in his seats, and special elections to fill
Capitol office.
them are scheduled March 8. If
The measure updates the state's informed consent law requiring Republicans win all four, they
women seeking abortions be told of medical risks and benefits at would
with
power
share
least 24 hours beforehand. The bill's supporters say some doctors Democrats and potentially upend
circumvented the requirement by having patients listen to a record- the budget negotiations.
ed message on the phone with no interaction.
Rand said the special elections
The bill gives patients and doctors the option of consultations in would have no bearing on their
person or through real-time video. It amounted to a rare compromise budget process, promising to finish
on abortion legislation in Kentucky's politically divided legislature.
"This is an extraordinary day," Bevin said in signing his first bill
into law since taking office.
Before doing so. the Republican governor asked the legislators
whether they preferred he sign the bill right then or wait until next
4.1 ;AM ,.ii,.
re it t
week when abortion opponents are scheduled to gather for a Capitol
Invcsiments Sinn. 1854
mor, 2. 2016
rally.
"We could do this ceremonially at that time or we could do it for
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A short time after the bill signing, the Senate plunged into another abortion debate, passing legislation aimed at putting Planned
Financial Consultants (1-F1).
Parenthood clinics in Kentucky at the end of the line for family
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planning funds.
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Go Red for Women
The American Heart Association's Go Red for
Women movement is asking all women and
men to wear red on Friday,Feb. 5 in celebration
of National Wear Red Day.

Open House re-scheduled
The New Year Open House at the Center for
and Wellness, 716 Poplar Street, has
Health
Datebook
for Saturday, Feb. 6. There
re-scheduled
been
Martha
Finney Andrus, will be free screenings and chair massages from
8-10 a.m. Free guest pass and door prizes will
Community
editor
be available from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. On this day
only, there will be no joining fee with a sixinformation
go
to
month
contract.
For
more
www.MCCHWellness.com or call 270-762-1348.

Dexter/Almo Water Board to meet
The Board of the Dexter/Almo Heights Water District will have
its monthly meeting Thursday, Feb. 4,2016 at 6 p.m. at 351 Almo
Road,Almo.

Photo provided

CALLOWAY COUNTY HOMEMAKERS: Ruth Daughaday, president of the Calloway County Homemakers Association, presented a check for $1,000 to The Gardens at Hickory Woods Senior Living Community. Pictured, from left, are Jenise Howard,
Annita Peeler, Daughaday, Lana Cannon and Mitzi Parrish.

Seminar planned at MSU Arboretum
The Arboretum at Murray State University is hosting a seminar on
Saturday, Feb. 13 at 10 a.m. in the greenhouse. The seminar will
focus on constructing a Valentine floral arrangement and will be
conducted by Dr. Steve Still. Each participant will, take home a
Valentine arrangement. The seminar is limited to 20 participants
and the cost is $20. Those wishing to participate should call the
MSU Foundation at 270-809-3001 and use a credit/debit card or
bring a check to Heritage Hall made payable to the MSU
Foundation. When making a reservation, please indicate that it is
for the Valentine Floral Seminar. The deadline for reservations is
Monday, Feb. 8 at 3 p.m.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
Fashion Express is a buying office
out of New York. The following is
an article published for the Fashion
Advantage retail magazine.
For more than a century denim has
been the fabric of our society, which
traditionally meant "blue jeans".
Fast forward to today, and denim
is getting a modem tweak. Practically
every runway show features some
version of denim in their line.
Women are adopting it as their
"new casual".
Denim is the new bold casual.it's
springs chameleon.
We are seeing a whole new side to
our sturdy cotton friend. Chambray
and tencel are becoming the best new
compliments in the denim wardrobe.
Denim is not just for jeans with
new weaves, washes and finishes
the product treatments are more
environmentally friendly than the
past.
We are seeing varying degrees of
stretch in many new silhouettes for
spring.
There are A-line dresses, slip
dresses, soft drapes and shirt dresses.
In bottoms there slouchy wide leg
jeans. skinny ankle jeans and high
waisted boot-cut and flare.
Details like embroidery rip and
repair and patch work and lace.
New washes too: cloud and
enzyme wash gets recolored in
soothing Pantone shades, serenity
and rose quartz, blanched almond,
peach echo, and lilac grey.
These will be some of the new
trends for spring. These new
adaptations make denim the perfect
fit for every denim wardrobe and
lifestyle.
One thing for sure denim is here
to star
New spring is arnving daily. All
fall and winter is now 60-70% off.
Like and share us on FaceBook or
come in the store to be eligible for
our giveaway.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...

"The Something For Everyone Store"
305 South 12th • Murtsy, KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.cotrt

Alzheimer's Caregivers' Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb.
4 at 10 a.m. in the Kelleher Room of the Senior Citizens Center,
Weaks Community Center. For more information, contact Gerry
Mellon at 270-436-2328.

Souper Bowl of Caring to be Friday
The Wednesday night youth group of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will participate in Souper Bowl of Caring
by holding a canned soup drive on Friday, Feb. 6 at Fred's and
Kroger from 12:30-3 p.m. Murray-Calloway County Need Line
will be the recipient of the donated soup and cash.

Fort Heiman to hold special program
Photo provided

SHROVE TUESDAY PANCAKE SUPPER St. John's Ecilscopal Chure1011 sponsor a Shrove
Tuesday Pancake Supper on Tuesday, Feb. 9 from 5-7 p.m. in the Parish Hall, 1620 W. Main
St. A variety of pancakes as well as bacon and sausage will be served. All proceeds will be
given to Need Line. Pictured, from left, are Cheryl Agnew and Rita Bendorf preparing plates at
last year's pancake supper.

Soup for the Soul serves weeknights
Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday,from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, call 270-759-0800.

.'12nou.ncemen/

Graceyn Ava
Cheyanne
Stevens

Donations needed for cemetery
Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to
Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Road, Kirksey, KY 42054.

4-H Ham Project will meet

Kody Alan Stevens and
Heather Dawn Gee-Stevens of
Murray, Kentucky, announce
the birth of their daughter,
Graceyn
Ava
Cheyanne
Stevens, born Jan. 20, 2016 at
12:40 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She weighed 7 pounds and 10
ounces and measured 21 inches.
A sister is Paisley Caroline
Brooke Stevens. Grandparents
are Danny and Carlene Gee of
Murray; Wayne and Toni
Stevens of Fort White, Florida
and Susan Stevens of Murray.
•

The 4-H Country Ham Project will meet Saturday, Feb. 6,
Saturday, Feb. 20 and Tuesday, Feb. 23. The selection and beginning the curing process will be on Feb. 6 and 20 and working on
speeches will be on Feb. 23 at the Extension Office from 4-5 p.m.

Back-Pack program needs items
Need Line has issued a need for items for the Children's Weekend
Back-Pack Food program. Items needed are fruit cups, cereal
boxes, 100 percent juice boxes, cereal/granola bars, cheese crackers, shelf stable milk (8 oz. size), and small bags of pretzels. All
items need to be individual serving size. Need Line is located at 509
North Eighth Street. For any questions, call 270-753-6333.

MES to host kindergarten registration
Photo provided
M1NC STOMA DEPT.: Constance Alexander, pictured, was
the guest speaker at the January meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Alexander spoke
about aging issues. During the business meeting, plans were
made for the Spring Style Show to be held on March 13.

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Plus Sizes
Now
Available!

To commemorate Fort Heiman, park staff and volunteers will
meet for a brief program and walk around the historiolteatures at Ft.
Heiman on Saturday, Feb. 6 from 10-11 a.m. Ft. Heiman is located
in Calloway County at 682 Fort Heiman Road, New Concord. The
program will be cancelled in case of inclement weather.

Murray Elementary School will host kindergarten registration for
the 2016-17 school year on Thursday, Feb. 11 from 5-6 p.m. at the
school. The following should be brought to registration - child's
social security card, child's official birth certificate and completed
registration packet. Come by the MFS beginning Tuesday,Feb. 2 to
pick up a registration packet prior to registration. Students residing
in the Calloway County School District must bring a $50 deposit.
For questions, call the office at 270-753-5022.
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. —
What started out as a potential
blowout loss developed into one
of the most monumental comebacks in Tennessee history.
Kevin Punter Jr. scored 27
points and Armani Moore added
18 points and 13 rebounds Tuesday night as Tennessee erased a
11 -point deficit in an 84-77 upset of No. 20 Kentucky.
Tennessee's rally represented a stunning turn of events
for a team that had lost its last
AP Photo
two games despite leading by at
Tennessee
forward
Admiral
the
to
Volunteers
Schofield
reacts
least 14 points in the second half
taking the lead during the second half of an NCAA basketball
of each. The Volunteers (11-11,
game against Kentucky on Tuesday in Knoxville, Tenn
4-5 Southeastern Conference)
trailed 34-13 with less than 6
us a whole lot hungrier."
minutes left in the first half.
21-point deficit was the largest
"We kind of joked around
Tennessee's media guide margin the Vols have erased in
about it, we actually said we doesn't include a list of its big- a victory since at least Decemliked it better being down in- gest comebacks ever, but athlet- ber 2006. This matched the sevstead of being up at the half," ic department spokesman Tom enth-biggest comeback by any
Moore said. "It kind of makes Satkowiak said he believes the Division I team this season, ac-

cording to STATS LLC.
This marked the second
straight defeat for Kentucky
(16-6,6-3), which got 21 points
from Jamal Murray and 20 from
Tyler Ulis. The Wildcats fell 9084 in overtime Saturday at No.
7 Kansas, which was ranked
fourth at the time.
"We had them down by 21
— and they came back and beat
our brains in," Kentucky coach
John Calipari said. "They ended up beating us by 30 in about
25 minutes — and it could have
been 50. We've got a ways to
go."
The score was tied 70-all until Robert Hubbs III made a free
throw with 5:04 left to start a 7-0
tun that put Tennessee ahead for
good. Kentucky couldn't cut the
margin below three points the
rest of the way.
Kentucky seemed on the
verge of putting this game out of
reach early. But after trailing by

21,Tennessee used a 10-0 run to
get within striking distance and
cut Kentucky's lead to 42-36 by
halftime.
"I kept glancing over at the
scoreboard and I kept looking
up there and we were cutting
into it, cutting into it," Punter
said. "We hit a few shots and
got going, and we were down
like six."
The Vols pulled ahead on
Detrick Mostella's 3-pointer
with 14:09 left. Kentucky regained the lead when Ulis and
Derek Willis hit 3-pointers on
the next two possessions, but
Tennessee kept clawing back
and regained the lead at 65-63
on Hubbs' basket with 9:41 remaining.
Although Kentucky tied the
score at 70-all, the Wildcats
wouldn't lead again.
"I just thought our guys really deserve all the credit in the
world, the way they hung in,"

Tennessee coach Rick Barnes
said. "Obviously we weren't
playing very well early, but they
stayed with it. They really did.
There wasn't one person who
played that game who didn't
help us some way,somehow."
Mostella had 13 points and
Admiral Schofield added 11
points and eight rebounds for
Tennessee. Alex Poythress had
12 of his 14 points in the first
half for Kentucky.

TIP-INS
Kentucky: The Wildcats are
151-68 in this series. Kentucky
has lost to Tennessee more than
any other team.
Tennessee: Kyle Alexander,
a 6-foot-9 freshman forward,
made his third career start as
Hubbs moved to the bench. Alexander started for the first time
since Dec. 29. Tennessee had
been using a starting lineup with
nobody taller than 6-5.0

BOYS BASKETBALL: MAYFIELD 54, CALLOWAY COUNTY 39

SUPER BOWL 50

Something has to give

Newton
wants
black QB
issue put
away for
good

Third quarter dooms
Lakers during region
defeat at Mayfield
second and third frames alone
before Mayfield pulled away
with its athleticism and timely
MAYFIELD — Up by four passes.
points after 16 minutes, CalCarson Guthrie led the Carloway County had played just dinals with 14 points, Anton
well enough for a halftime lead Lunson chipped in 10 and Noel
but, as Lakersisead coach Terry Roman had eight in a collective
Birdsong has stressed all season offensive effort that got it done
long, the first 3 minutes of the from every conceivable angle.
third quarter is the tale of the With both teams coming in with
contest.
6-13 records, something had to
By the end of the third quar- give.
As it turned out, it was the
ter, CCHS was staring at a
10-point deficit and, by the end Lakers' motor that gave early.
From the start, intensity was
of the game, they were staring
at each other, lost and looking lacking on Calloway County
for an answer. Calloway Coun- side, forcing Birdsong to burn
ty came to Mayfield on Tuesday an early timeout after trailing
night with aspirations of sweep- 8-3. For the rest of the half, his
ing the season series with the speech seemed to work, sparkCardinals after surviving a barn ing seven straight points for a
burner Jan. 5 at Jeffery Gymna- 10-8 Lakers lead after the first
sium. But Mayfield had none of quarter, partly because of a
strong bucket by Aaron Dawson
it on its home turf.
Kamden Price finished with and a 3-pointer from Price.
Three-pointers,a key ingredi18 points and Peyton Johnson
had an eight-point, eight-re- ent in most of Calloway Counbound night, but the Cardinals ty's wins this season, were hard
took care of their home court in to come by Tuesday night. The
a 54-39 rout of the Lakers,send- Lakers made only one more the
ing Calloway County (6-14) rest of the way after Price nailed
to its sixth loss in its last seven his first attempt.
CCHS kept its pursuit ingames.
"I think they went on a 10-0 tact in the second quarter, when
run in the third quarter and it just Price swished two floaters with
snowballed," Lakers assistant a significant degree of difficulty and, by halftime, the Lakers
coach Sawyer Donohoo said.
"We came out flat for whatever reason and, that's someIN See LAKERS, Page 8A
thing that we've been stressing
with these guys is that we have
RIGHT: Calloway County's
to win the third quarter. Early in
Jeremy Darnell attempts a
the season, it seemed to hinder
shot over a Mayfield defendus and it got us again tonight,"
er during a Region 1 game
Donohoo said.
Tuesday at Mayfield.
It's hard to imagine where the
DONNIE PASCHALL /
Lakers would have been without
Ledger & Times
Price, scoring 13 points in the
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter

The Associated Press

GIRLS BASKETBALL: MAYFIELD 54, CALLOWAY COUNTY 39

Struggles continue despite uplifting second unit
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
MAYFIELD — Mired in
their continual quest to end one
of the most frustrating losing
streaks in recent memory, the
Calloway County Lady Lakers
seemed primed to put a fourgame skid to rest at Mayfield
High School on Monday.
Instead, all they received
was another loss and more frustration.
In one of the stronger second-half performances of the
season, CCHS couldn't crawl
out of a first-quarter hole as the
Lady Cardinals won their first
game against the Lady Lakers
since Dec. 2002 with a 40-36
decision, ending an eight-game
winning streak for Calloway

County in
the series.
Char Settle
lee
scored four
points and
posted eight
rebounds
and Alicia
Hornbuckle chipped
eight points
free
(all
throws), but there wasn't much
to cheer about early on as no
Lady Lakers starters scored
during a 7-4 first-quarter deficit.
"I thought that we started
out in a hole," first-year Calloway County head coach Valerie Waller said."We had some
defensive letdowns as much
as anything and we gave them

Then came Allie Fritts, Jacie
some easy
baskets, but Spann and Megan Greer into
we did fight the game with instant defense,
back there leading to instant offense.
With Waller still searching
at the end.
We missed for the right mix and the proper
key rotations in her first campaign,
the
and the Lady Lakers' second unit
shots
other things changed the entire complexity
go of the game.
didn't
Greer started off her 14-point
way.
our
We're all at evening with a fallaway 3-pointthat point er (4 of 7 overall) in the first
where it is a little frustrating. minute of the second quarter to
We felt like that was a game we tie the game at 7, but the Lady
Cardinals (8-6) had an answer
could win and we didn't.
"We're going through some for everything the Lady Lakers
struggles right now with be- (5-17)threw their way.
Madison Womack scored
ing a team and accepting some
things. That's part of the strug- 13 points and made seemingly
gle right now, accepting roles every big shot, while Lyndsey
and being able to fulfill them on Looper and Emily Holmes combined for another 19 points to
a nightly basis."

bolster the Mayfield's offense.
Calloway County still trailed
by three points at the half but
the turnovers (five in the first
quarter) had already been cut
down, tremendously, and the
Lady Lakers were benefiting
from taking care of the ball.
"We just started running our
offense and we took care of the
ball so much better. We weren't
running our offense in the first
quarter, trying to force the ball
inside when it wasn't there. I
thought we did a better job of
actually running some offense
after that," Waller said.
Greer's second 3 tied the
game at 17 immediately to start
the third frame, but Wommack
answered with one of her own.
•See CCHS, Page 8A

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Cam
Newton wants any discussion
of black quarterbacks in a Super
Bowl put away.
For good.
Newton on Tuesday emphatically tried to lay to rest any relevance of an African-American
quarterback appearing in the
NFL's championship game.
During
a series of
questions
by a media
member that
bordered on
confrontational, Newton finally
said to the
reporter:
"It's not an
NsWtOfl
It's
issue.
an issue for
you."
Carolina's All-Pro quarterback, seemingly tired of the topic, added: "1 think we shattered
that a long time ago."
This was the third time Newton had to deal with the subject
since the Panthers made the
Super Bowl. He didn't need to
point out that several other black
quarterbacks have led their
teams to the big game: Doug
Williams, Steve McNair, Donovan McNabb,Colin Kaepernick,
and Seattle's Russell Wilson the
past two years.
Color? It matters not at all
and never should have.
"I don't even want to touch
on the topic of 'black quarterback' because I think this game
is bigger than black, white or
even green," the fifth-year Panther said. "I think we limit ourselves when we just label ourselves just black this, that ...
"I want to bring awareness
because of that, but yeah,I don't
think I should be labeled just a
black quarterback. It's bigger
things in this sport that need to
be accomplished."
Newton was on a podium
for the media session, calmly
and often comically answering
questions for about 30 minutes.
But when the issue of race was
raised, his demeanor turned serious, and his answers profound.
He spoke about being a role
model and an inspiration to others. About living the dream he
has had since he was very young.
And about making a difference.
"I pray to God that you know
I do right by my influence."
Newton said. "So when you
ask me questions about African-American or being a black
and mobile (quarterback), it's
bigger than that." II
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AREA SCHEDULE
Todays Gams
WONEN'S BASKETBALL
8:30 pin
Murray State at Southeast Missouri

SPORTS ON TV
Today'', Games
COU.EGE BASKETBALL.
5:30 p.m.
BIN- Illinois at Rutgers
FS1 -St John's at Xavier
6 p.m.
ESP112- Notre Dame at Miami
ESPNU -Penn St at Iowa
SEC-Arkansas at Florida
7 p.m.
CBSSN - Creighton at Villanova
7:30 p.m.
BIN - Maryland at Nebraska
FS1 - Marquette at Seton Hall
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Kansas St. at Kansas
ESPNU - Oklahoma St at Texas Tech
SEC- Mississippi at Missouri
10 p.m.
ESPNU-Anzona St at Washington
GOLF
1 p.m.
GOLF-LPGA Tour, Coates Golf Championship,
first round, at Ocala, Fla.
10 p.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour. Omega Dubai
Desert Classic, first round, at Dubai, United WE
Emirates
NBA
7 p.m.
ESPN -Golden State at Washington
8.30 p.m.
ESPN - Minnesota at LA. Clippers
NHL
7 p.m.
NBCSN - Detroit at Tampa Bay
SOCCER
1:46 p.m.
NBCSN -Premier League, Chelsea at Watford

PRO FOOTBALL
NR PLAYOFFS
Wild-Card Round
Jan. 9 Results
Kansas City 30, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 18, Cincinnati 16
Jan. 10 Results
Seattle 10, Minnesota 9
Green Bay 35 at Washington 18
Divisional Playoffs
Jan. 16 Results
New England 27, Kansas City 20
Arizona 26, Green Bay 20, OT
Jan. 17 Results
Carolina 31, Seattle 24
Denver 23. Pittsburgh 16
Conference Championships
Jan, 24 Results
AFC
Denver 29, New England 18
NFC
Carolina 49, Arizona 15
Pro Bowl
Sunday's Game
At Honolulu
Team Irvin 49, Team Rice 27
Super Bowl
Sunday's Game
At Santa Clara, COI.
Denver vs. Carolina, 5:30 p.m.(CBS)

20 26 4 44 114 136
Metropolitan Division
W L OT Pts OF GA
Washington
35 9 4 74 160 109
N.Y Rangers
27 18 5 59 144 132
N.Y. Hianders
26 16 6 58 135 121
Pittsburgh
25 17 7 57 127 125
New Jersey
26 20 5 57 117 120
Carolna
23 20 8 54 123 135
Philadelphia
22 18 8 52 113 129
Columbus
19 28 5 43 134 168
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L OT Pla GF BA
34 16 4 72 149 123
Chicago
Dallas
32 14 5 69 167 136
29 16 8 66 130 128
St Louis
27 23 3 57 144 144
Colorado
Nashville
24 19 8 56 129 132
23 18 9 55 124 120
Minnesota
22 25 3 47 129 145
Winnipeg
Punic Division
W L OT Pb GF GA
Los Anginas
31 16 3 65 135 115
26 19 4 56 144 132
San Jose
Anaheim
23 18 7 53 104 113
24 21 5 53 133 152
Arizona
Vancouver
20 19 11 51 122 139
Calgary
21 24 3 45 126 146
Edmonton
20 26 5 45 127 150
NOTE: Two points tor a win, one point for overtime loss.
Tuesday's Results
Toronto 4, Boston 3,07
New Jersey 3, N.Y. Rangers 2
N.Y. Islanders 5, Minnesota 3
Philadelphia 4, Montreal 2
Pittsburgh 6, Ottawa 5
Florida 5, Washington 2
St. Louis 1. Nashville 0
Dallas 5, Winnipeg 3
Chicago 2, Colorado 1
Edmonton 5, Columbus 1
Los Angeles 6, Arizona 2
Anaheim 3, San Jose 2
Today's Games
Buffalo at Montreal,6 p.m.
Detroit at Tampa Bay, 7 p.m.
p.m.
Carolina at Calgary,
Thursday's Games
Boston at Buffalo,6 p.m,
Minnesota at N.Y. Rangers,6 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at Washington. 6:30 pm
New Jersey at Toronto,6:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Ottawa,6:30 p.m.
Detroit at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
San Jose at St. Louis, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Colorado,8 p.m.
Chicago at Arizona,8 p.m.
Columbus at Vancouver,9 p.m.
Anaheim at Los Angeles,9 p.m.

LAST GAME

LAST GAME

vs. Golden State, Saturday
18 points I 2 rebounds
4 assists I 4 Steals I 0 blocks

vs. Washington, Monday

8 points I 3 rebounds
2 assists I 2 steals I 0 blocks

NEXT GAME
vs. Atlanta,6 p.m. today

NEXT GAME
vs. Orlando, 7 p.m. today

Odle
Houston
New °deans

28
23
26
25
18
29
Northwest Division

.549 13/
1
2
.510 1514
363 211
/
2

Pct GB
13
37
740 24
26
480
13
22
25
468 13/
1
2
19
30
1
2
388 17/
14
36
280
23
Parr& Division
W
Pct GB
44
4
Golden State
917
32
LA. Clippers
16 .667
12
Sacramento
21
27
438
23
Phoenix
14
36 .280
31
LA. takers
10
41
196 35/
1
2
Tuesday's Resutts
Boston 97, New York 89
Houston 115, Miami 102
Toronto 104, Phoenix 97
Portland 107, Milwaukee 45
LA. takers 119, Minnesota 115
Today's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Cleveland at Charlotte,6p.m.
Indiana at Brooklyn,6:30 p.m.
Detroit at Boston,6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Oklahoma City, 7 p.m.
Golden State at Washington,7 p.m.
New Orleans at San Antonio,7:30 p.m.
Miami at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Denver at Utah, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Sacramento,9 p.m.
Minnesota at LA. Clippers,930 p.m.
Thursday's Gaines
New York at Detroit, 6 p.m.
Houston at Phoenix,8 p.m.
LA. Lakers at New Orleans, 8:30 p.m
Toronto at Portland, 9 p.m.
Oklahoma City
Portland
Utah
Denver
Minnesota

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

NBA
EASTERN COlIFERIENCE
Atlantic Division
W
I.
Pet GB
Tornnto
33
16
.673 Boston
28
22 .560 5/
1
2
New York
11
23
28 .451
12
Brooidyn
37 .245
21
Philadelphia
7
41
.146 25/
1
2
Southeast Division
W
L
Pct GB
Atlanta
28
22 .560 Miami
27
22 .551
/
1
2
Charlotte
23
25 .479
4
Washington
21
25 .457
5
Orlando
21
26 .447 5/
1
2
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Cleveland
35
12 .745
Chicago
26
21
.553
9
Detroit
26
23 .531
10
Indiana
25
23 .521 10/
1
2
Milwaukee
31
.302
17
20
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pct G8
San Antonio
443
8 .833 Memphis
29
20 .592 111
/
2

MEN
AP TOP 25 FARED
Thesday's Results
1. Oklahoma (19-2) beat TCLI 95-72. Next at
Kansas State, Saturday.
2. North Carolina (19-3) did not play. Next at
Notre Dame, Saturday.
3. Villanova (18-3) did not play. Next vs.
Creighton, today.
4. Maryland (19-3( did not play. Next at Nebraska, today.
5. Iowa (17-4) did not play. Next vs. Penn
State, today.
6. Xavier (19-2) did not play. Next vs. St.
John's, today.
7. Kansas (17-4) did not play. Next vs. Kansas
State, today.
8. Texas A&M (18-3) did not play. Next at Vanderbitt, Thursday.
9. Virginia (17-4) did not play. Next vs. Boston
College, today.
10. Michigan State (19-4) did not play Next: at
Michigan, Saturday.
11. Providence (19-4) beat DePaul 77-70.
Next as, No. 3 Villanova, Saturday.
12, SMU (19-2) did not play. Next at South
Florida, Sunday.
13. Iowa State (16-6) lost to No. 14 West Vkpinta 81-76. Next: at Oklahoma State, Saturday
14. West Virginia (18-4) beat No. 13 Iowa State
81-76. Next vs No. 15 Baylor, Saturday.
15. Baylor (17-5) did not play. Next at No. 14
West Virginia, Saturday.
16. Oregon (18-4) did not play. Next vs. Colorado, Thursday.
17. Miami (16-4) clid not play. Next vs. Notre

Ulcers missed their first seven
shots of the frame. By the fourth
From Page 7A
quarter, the Cardinals had sputtered off a 20-6 run and they
were kroking like a totally dif- never waivered..
ferent team, mainly because of
Meanwhile, Price seemed to
Price.
be the only source of offense,
"lie does a lot for us. He at- making the only two field goals
tacked the rim a little bit tonight for Calloway County in the
and he was able to get by his frame.
man some, but it's tough with
Guthrie was absolutely domithe pressure that they apply for nant inside in the fourth quarter,
us to be able tO do any more than spinning for an early 3-point
that. We just didn't get a whole play that put the Lakers away
lot from the other guys," Dono- early at 46-30 with less than 4
hoo said.
minutes remaining.
Then the third frame hapGarrett Scott was strong, depened and,it happened hard.
fensively, for Calloway County
Lunson and Roman turned with five rebounds, but the ofturnovers into easy layups, fense stayed stale and the Laksparking a 10-0 run, while the ers never got closer than 13 as

Mayfield improved to 7-13 with
a 54-39 win.
If there were any silver lining
at all, it's that the blowout loss
should enthrall the Lakers for
Part 2 of the Crosstown Classic against a Murray High team
coming off an All "A" State
Tournament championship appearance at6 p.m.Friday at Taylor Gymnasium.
"It will be a great environment and a tough place to play.
We're looking forward to it; I
know we have to go back to the
drawing board for a couple of
good days of practice. Hopefully
we'll change a few things from
tonight and we'll be in a position
to compete with Murray High on
Friday," Donohoo said.•

PRO BASKETBALL

HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DIViii011
W 1 01 Pts
Florida
30 15 5 65
Tampa Bay
27 18 4 58
Detroit
25 16 8 58
Boston
26 18 6 58
Montreal
24 23 4 52
Ottawa
23 22 6 52
Toronto
18 22 9 45

OF
140
130
122
150
138
144
118

OA
110
117
124
135
138
161
137

•Lakers...

•CCHS...
From Page 7A
Fritts jump hook gave the Lady
Lakers their first lead of the
game at 21-19, but it would be
their only lead.
Megan McClure wrapped up
a 10-0 Mayfield run with 2:02
left in the third for some separation, but the Lady Lakers still
found themselves somehow
within striking distance, down
26-29 with 8 minutes to play.
• Keeli Puckett scored On a
beautiful transition feed from
Fritts to cut the deficit back to 1,
but a Mayfield 3-pointer turned
the deficit back to four with 3:02
remaining.
Hombuckle tied the game
DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
back up with four straight free
County's
Allie
Fritts battles for the ball against Maythrow makes, but it just wasn't Calloway
the Lady Lakers night. Seem- field's Lyndsey Looper during a Region 1 game Tuesday at
ingly every key shot missed in Mayfield High School.
the final two minutes to tie or
how to fill our roles consistently
take the lead and, Worrunack the bench." Waller said.
"I think right now it's about now."
clinched the win with free
The Lady Lakers have two
throws after Settle's shot to tie understanding our roles and being able to accept that, like it or days to figure out their inconsisthe game rimmed out.
"Our second unit was our not. Right now that's not hap- tencies, because the All-A state
lone bright spot. They played re- pening. In the first half I feel tournament champion Murray
ally hard. Crreer, Fritts and Jacie like that was part of the issue for High Lady Tigers(23-1)loom at
all played really weH for us off our struggles. We have to learn 7:30 p.m. Friday.

Dame,today.
18. Purdue (19-4) did not play. Next at No. 4
Maryland,Saturday.
19. Louisville (18-4) did not play. Next vs. Boston College, Saturday.
20. Kentucky (16-6) lost to Tennessee 84-77.
Next vs. Florida, Saturday.
21. Wichita State (16-5) did not play. Next: vs.
Southern Illinois, today.
22. Indiana (19-4) beat Michigan 80-67. Next
at Penn State, Saturday.
23. Arizona (17-5) did riot play. Next: at Washington State, today.
24. Dayton (18-3) did not play. Next at George
Mason, Saturday.
25. South Carolina (19-3) lost to Georgia 6956. Next: at No. 8 Texas Mkt Saturday.
STANDINGS
AMERICAN ATHLET1C
Conference
W L Pct
62.800
SMU
Cincinnati
6 3 .667
Tulsa
6 3 .667
Temple
6 3 667
UConn
5 3 625
Houston
6 4 .600
Memphis
4 4 .500
4 4 500
UCF
East Carolina
2 7 .222
South Florida
2 8 .200
1 9 .100
Tulane
Tuesday's Results
No games scheduled
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Tulsa at Temple,6 p.m.
UCF at Tulane, 7 p.m.
South Florida at Cincinnati, 7 p.m
UConn at Memphis,8 p.m.
ARANTX COAST
Conference
W L Pct
North Carolina
8 1 .889
7 2 .778
Louisville
Clemson
7 3 .700
Pittsburgh
6 3 .667
lArginia
6 3 .667
Notre Dame
6 3 .667
Miami
5 3 .625
Duke
5 4 .556
Syracuse
6 5 .545
Flohda St
5 5 .500
Virginia Tech
4 6 .400
Georgia Tech
2 7 .222
NC State
2 8 .200
Wake Forest
1 9 .100
Boston College
0 8 .000
Tuesday's Results
Syracuse 68, Virginia Tech 60,07
Clemson 76, Wake Forest 62
Duke 80, Georgia Tech 71
Today's Games
Notre Dame at Miami,6 p.m.
BostOn College at Virginia, 6 p.m.
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
ATLANTIC SUN
Conference
W L Pet
N. Florida
7 1 .875
Jacksonville
6 2 .750
Florida Gun Coast
4 4 .500
4 4 .503
NJIT
Stetson
3 5 .375
Kennesaw St
3 5 .375

Overall
19
16
14
12
15
16
13
10
10
5
8

2
6
7
8
6
6
8
9
12
18
15

.905
.727
.667
.600
714
727
.619
.526
455
.217
.348

Overall
W I Pct
19 3 .864
18 4 .818
14 8 .636
17 4 .810
17 4 .810
15 6 .714
16 4 .800
16 6 .727
16 8 .667
15 7 .682
12 11 .522
12 10 .545
12 11 .522
10 12 .455
7 14 .333

Overall
W L Pct
18 7 .720
14 11 .560
13 11 .542
13 11 .542
9 15 .375
7 17 .292

3 5 .375 7 18 .280
=:te
2 6 250 8 17 320
Assedays Results
No games scheduled
Todars Games
No genes scheduled
Thursdays Gaines
No games scheouied
BIG TH1
Overall
Centeno:a
Pet
VI L Pct
Indiana
9 1 .900 19 4 626
1o4v4
8 I 889 17 4 810
Maryland
8 2 800 19 3 864
7 3 700 19 4 826
Purdue
Michigan
7 3 700 17 6 739
Michigan St.
6 4 600 19 4 826
Ohio St.
6 4 600 14 9 809
Wisconsin
5 4 .556 13 9 591
4 5 .444 12 10 545
Nebraska
Northwestern
3 7 .303 15 8 652
2 7 222 11 11 500
Penn St
Illinois
2 7 222 10 12 .455
0 9 .000 6 16 .273
Rutgers
Minnesota
0 10 .000 6 16 .273
Tuesday's Results
Indiana BO, Mach
67
Games
Minas at Rutgers, 5:30 p.m.
Penn St at Iowa,8 p.m.
Maryland at Nebraska. 7:30 P-nt
Thwsdays Games
Ohio St at Wisconsin,6 p.m.
Minnesota at Northwestern,8 p.m.
C0/4E13ENCE USA
CoMwence
Overall
W I. Pct W 1 Pot
UAB
8 1 .889 18 4 818
7 2 .778 15 6 .714
Middle Tennessee
7 2 .778 11 11 .500
Marshall
LOULS141111 Tech
5 3 .625 16 5 .762
Old Dominion
5 4 .556 12 10 .545
FIL1
5 4 .556 11 11 .500
4 4 .500 , 7 12 .368
Southern Miss.
Charlotte
4 5 .444 7 14 .333
FAU
4 5 .444 616.273
3 6 .333 11 11 .500
UTEP
W. Kentucky
3 6 .333 11 11 .500
North Texas
2 6 .250 7 14 .333
Rice
26 .250 714.333
27.722 418 .182
UTSA
Tuesday's Results
No games scheduled
Today's Games
Charlotte at North Carolina MT,6 p.m
Thursday's Games
FAU at Middle Tennessee, 6:30 p.m.
FILI at LAB, 7 p.m.
Louisiana Tech at Rice,7 p.m.
W. Kentucky at USA,7 p.m.
Southern Miss. at North Texas, 7 p.m.
Marshall at UTEP,8 Am.
HORIZON LEAGUE
Conference
Overall
W L Pet W L Pct
9 1 .900 19 4 .826
Valparaiso
73.700 15 8 .652
Oakland
7 3 .700 13 10 .565
Wright St.
Milwaukee
6 3 .667 15 7 .682
Green Bay
5 4 .556 12 9 .571
Detroit
4 6 .400 10 11 .476
Youngstown St
4 6 .400 9 14 .391
4 6 .400 8 13 .381
N. Kentucky
2 8 .200 7 16 .304
Cleveland St
1 9 .100 3 18 .143
Tuesday's Results
No games scheduled
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Green Bay at N. Kentucky,6 p.m.
Milwaukee at Wright St,6 p.m.
Detroit at Cleveland St, 6:30 p.m.
Oakland at Youngstown St, 6:45 p.m
OHIO VALLEY
East Division
Overall
Conference
W L Pct W L Pot
Belmont
8 1 .889 16 7 .696
Tennessee Tech
8 2 .800 16 7 .696
Tennessee St
6 2 .750 15 6 .714
Morehead St
6 3 .667 12 9 .571
Jacksonville St
4 6 .400 8 17 .320
E. Kentucky
3 6 .333 12 12 .500
West Division
Conference
Overall
W 1 Pct W L Pot
E. Illinois
6 4 .600 10 13 .435
5 4 .556 11 11 .500
Murray St
3 5 .375 10 12 .455
UT Martin
Austin Peay
3 6 .333 10 14 .417
SE Missouri
5 17 .227
SIU-Edwardsville
1 9 .100 4 18 .182
Tuesday's Results
No games scheduled
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Austin Peay at UT Martin,6 p.m.
Morehead St at Belmont, 7 p.m.
E. Kentucky at Tennessee St., 7 p.m.
Murray St at SE Missouri,8 p.m.

cantaremee
llAUET
SUSSOURI

W L Pet VI L
10 01.000 16 5
Wicma St
7 3 .700 18 5
Emma'
6 3 .867 17 5
S. Mete
4 .636 13 10
7
Mawr St
6 4 .600 12 11
Winces St
6 4 .600 10 12
kliseoun SL
4 6 400 12 11
N. lows
3 7 300 10 12
Loyota, Oucago
110.091 617
Drake
110 orn 321
Bradlev
Tuesda
56 ill".
Indiana St 63, Drake °
Missouri St 77, Bradley 71
loday's Genre
Evansville at N. Iowa,6 p.m.
Illinois St at Loyola of Chicago, 7 p.m
S. Illinois at Wichita St. 8 p.m
ih ed el Games
No games scheduled
SOUTHEASTERN
SOUTHEAS
co=le
W4 L Pct
7 1 .875
TFecas
isu
lorictsMAI
7 2 .778
5 3 .667
thgrolina
Kentu
Sou
6 3 .667
5 3 .625
5 4 .566
Georgia
4 4 .500
Vanderbilt
4 4 .500
Arkansas
4 5 .444
Tennessee
3 5 .375
Mbuissippi
3 6 .333
Alabsma
3 6 .333
Auburn
2 7 .222
Mississippi St
1 7.125
Missouri
Tuesdays Results
LSIJ 80,Auburn 68
Tennessee 84, Kentucky 77
Georgia 69, South Carolina 56
Alabama 82, Mississippi St 80,OT
Today's Games
Arkansas at Florida,6 p.m.
Mississippi at Missouri,8 pm.
Thursdays Games
Texas 4.5M at Vanderbilt,6 p.m.

2-0.-33.9990 • www.shgproper1

REAL PROPERTY PROF EsSIONALS

Pet
762
.783
.773
.505
.522
.454
.522
.455
.261
.125

overall
W L Pet
18 3 .857
14 8 .638
19 3 .864
16 6 727
14 7 .667
12 8 .600
12 9 .571
11 10 .524
11 11 .500
13 8 .619
12 9 .571
9 12 .420
9 12 .429
813.381

WOMEN
AP TOP 25 FARED
Tuesday's Results
1. UConn (20-0) did not play. Next at Tulane,
today.
2. South Carolina (21-0) did not play. Next: vs.
No. 18 Kentucky, Thursday.
3. Notre Dame (21-1) did not play. Next: as.
N.C. State, Thursday.
4. Baylor (21-11 did not play. Next vs. Kansas
State, today.
5. Maryland (20-2) beat Purdue 87-67. Next
vs. No. 17 Michigan State, Friday,
6. Texas(20-1) did not play. Next at Iowa State,
Saturday.
7. Ohio State 117-41 did not play. Next vs. Wisconsin, Thursday.
8. Arizona State (18-4) did not play. Next vs.
No. 14 UCLA, Friday.
9. Oregon State(18-3) did not play. Next at No.
24 Washington, Friday.
10. Florida State (18-4) did not play. Next vs.
Clemson, Sunday.
11. Mississippi State (19-4) did not play. Next
at LSU,Thursday.
12. Texas MM (15-6) did not play. Next: at No.
22 Florida, Thursday.
13. Louisville (17-5)did not play. Next at North
Carolina, Thursday.
14. UCLA (16-5) did not play. Next at No. 8 kizona State, Friday.
15. Stanford (18-5) beat California 53-46.
Next at California, Friday
16. Miami (18-4) did not play. Next: at Boston
College, Thursday.
17. Michigan State (16-4) did riot play. Next
vs. Michigan, today.
18. Kentucky (15-5) did not play. Next at No. 2
South Carolina, Thursday.
19. South Florida (15-5) did not play. Next vs.
Cincinnati, today.
20. Oklahoma (15-5) did not play. Next vs. No.
25 Oklahoma State, today.
21. Missouri (16-4) did not play. Next vs. Georgia, Thursday.
22. Florida (18-4) did not play. Next vs. No. 12
Texas MM,Thursday.
23. Tennessee (13-8) did not play. Next: vs.
Arkansas, Thursday.
24. Washington (16-5) did not play. Next vs.
No.9 Oregon State, Friday.
25. Oklahoma State (16-4) did not play. Next
at No. 20 Oklahoma, today

SPORTS HISTORY
FEB.3
1980- Larry Bird hits the first 3-point shot
in the history of the NBA All-Star Game. Bird' 3
came in overtime when the East outscores the
West 16-Sin the extra period for a 144-136 win.
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Racers vs. Austin Peay
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Women- 5Pm
First 1,500 fans
• wearing blue will get
a FREE Code Blue shirt,
thanks to the Murray Bank.
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VALLEY
demos
I. Pet
01.000
3 703
3 667
4 636
4 1300
4 800
6 400
7 300
10 091
10 091
Results

Wadoesday, February 3, 2016 • Iti

Overall
W L Pot
16 5 762
18 5 763
17 5 773
13 10 506
121? .522
10 12 .464
12 11 522
10 12 455
6 17 .261
3 21 125

Banos
.m
MCS90, 7 Om
p.m
a Games

WON
llama
L Pct
1 875
2 778
3 667
3 667
3 625
4 556
4 .500
4 .500
5 444
5 .375
6 .333
6.333
7.222
7 125
'Results

Overall
W L Pot
18 3 857
14 8 636
19 3 864
16 6 727
14 7 667
12 8 600
12 9 .571
11 10 .524
11 11 .500
13 8 .619
12 9 .571
912 .429
912 .429
8 13 381
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MSU alumnus
Robinson offers
PT with BHP

SHOWING THE
WARES: MurrayCalloway County
Hospital Director
for Planning &
Marketing Melony
Bray Morgan
shows samples of
MCCH's marketing campaign
Monday afternoon during the
annual
City/County
Meeting MCCH
hosted with local
government officials at the CFSB
Center on the
Murray State
University campus.
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Its the nrst 3-point shot
A All-Star Game, Bird' 3
I the East outscores the
eriod for a 144-136 win.
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6TH
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MCCH's rescheduled Wellness Center open house set for Saturday
Special to The Ledger
The public is invited to learn about good wellness
habits and receive free health screenings during a
New Year Open House at the Center for Health and
Wellness on Saturday, Feb.6 from 8 - 10 a.m.
The Wellness Center is kicking off the first community campaign of the Calloway County Wellness
Consortium, Rethink Your Drink, with free giveaways, a free 10-minute chair massage and free

health screenings: body mass index, waist circumference and hemoglobin A IC blood draw (3 month
average blood sugar, no fasting required). The
Calloway County Wellness Consortium's Obesity
Workgroup has a 5 year strategic plan titled
"Lighten Up Calloway". The Rethink Your Drink
campaign challenges individuals to decrease liquid
sugar consumption over a three week period.
Guided tours of the facility will include the fit-

MSU grad Toren
now Major Gifts
Officer at Lourdes
Special to The Ledger
Lourdes is pleased to welcome
Jessica Toren to the position of
Major Gifts Officer for the
Lourdes Foundation.
Jessica
comes
to
Lourdes from
West Kentucky
Community
and Technical
College where
she served as
the manager of
external educaToren
tion. She also
has an extensive background
with the American Red Cross in
Paducah. Jessica is a member of
the Rotary Club of Paducah and
is the Community Relations
Chairperson for St. Nicholas
Clinic Board of Directors. She
was also selected as a nominee
for the 2015 Young Leaders of
Western Kentucky Award.
Jessica graduated from Murray
State University with degrees in
journalism, sociology and organizational communications.•

United rrA
Way

\ICE CRRE) FOR v0
ONCOLOGIST/HEMATOLOGIST Loreta
Services

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
thieving preventative
alth care and healthy

RS

ness floor (includes treadmills, elliptical crosstrainers, stationary bikes, strength equipment and
free weights), gymnasium, five-lane swimming
pool and locker rooms. In addition, guests may
work out free of charge this day and the regular
joining fee for the Center will be waived with a 6month contract. ,
For more information, call (270) 762-1348. W

Special to The Ledger
Baptist Health Paducah Rehabilitation
now offers physical therapy for pelvic floor
dysfunction, including urinary incontinence, pelvic pain and pain associated with
pregnancy.
Physical
therapist
Krissie Robinson, PT,
DPT, completed training
in manual therapy through
the Institute of Advanced
Musculoskeletal
Treatments and in pelvic
floor dysfunction through
Herman & Wallace. Pelvic
Rehabilitation Institute.
Robinson Robinson received a bachelor's degree from Murray
State University and a doctorate of physical
therapy from the University of Kentucky.
Pelvic floor dysfunction therapy sessionS
may include information about bladder
health, diet, proper pelvic floor contraction,
correct use of abdominals and behavioral
techniques to help control incontinence,
education in posture, body mechanics, bracing, soft tissue mobilization and management of back and other surrounding pain.
Phone
Baptist
Health
Paducah
Rehabilitation at 270.534.1200 for more
information or ask your physician for a
referral. III
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CLASSIFIEDS
Call

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Nicki Peach

Kiwi Tinsley

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Ran,
SO% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

I

I \I

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

\II,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 8.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver
r publish.
otains the light to retecl or edit any subi
rialtr

for all your
classified needs

for your
Classified needs

GARY

.....

ELEI

............... ...

Licel
fru

r

b Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayle ger.c

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •

010

270-2
010

010
Lean
Notice

Leal

Nodes

aLOCT

(270) 753-1713

All proposals will be evaluated by a management committee. During
the evaluation process, Murray Electric System reserves the right to
request additional information or clarifications from proposers, or to
allow correction of errors or omissions. At the discretion of Murray
Electric System, firms submitting proposals may be requested to
make oral presentations as part of the evaluation process.
Murray Electric System reserves the nght to retain all proposals
submitted and to use any ideas in a proposal regardless of whether
that proposal is selected. Submission of a proposal indicates
acceptance by the firm of the conditions contained in this request
for proposals.

A/Alma Rnae

Mayor
Attest:
p/s June Batts
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray
020
Maks

Mks

THE Murray Ledger & limes considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
T1mes, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
060
Nib Wasted

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunity:
PROCUREMENT
SPECIALIST
Pay Rate based on experience:
$15.46 to $24.92 /hour
Apply at

LOCAL Business
looking for an
Experienced
Certified Weider.
Must have a valid
driver's license and be
able to pass a
background check and
drug screen.
Salay commensurate
with experience. EOE
Send Resume to:
Po Box 733
Murray, KY 42071
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
walk in applicants
accepted. EOE

murrayky.govfjobs

%WAY.

Questions: Contact the HR Department at
hrOmurrayky.gov or 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Monday, February 8, 2016
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
FOOD Giant Murray
Now Hiring Carryouta
that can work days,
nights or weekends
also
Dell Fryer-Must be 18
Apply at Food Giant
Production
CROP
Services, an EOE. Is
searching for a full time
Administrative
Coordinator for the
Murray KY Terminal.
R•Sp011 81billtle8
include, but are nett amkid to: Customer rel.tkins, inventory management. AIR. A/P,
payroll, Invoicing. and
as
duties
other
assigned. Pre-employbackground
ment
check and drug screen
Send
inquired.
resumes to: Crop
Production Services
Attn.: Richi• Alien,
1319 Cross Spann
Road. Murray, KY
42071

TYPE A CDL agricultural driver needed Must
be willing to work long
hours and weekends if
needed. Drug screen
and
Background
check. 270-492-8702.

DISCLAIMER
When emceeing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mtwrsyledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webs*.
However, as a astiocal
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have soy
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Theo& you.

UNIT SIZE

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3833

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray

270-753-1342

To:

I 1111

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x15..$35.00

De

sit R

ulred

From:

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, whidi makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitahm or discruninabon based on race, mica
an. handicap, familial siatus or nati3nal ongin, or intention to make any sudi preferences, limitations or discrurima-

GARLANI;
RENTAL

bon.

if you've got it we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

rain y p v dr

38R, 1 58A, W/D
hookups, shop South
. Murray 270-753-0259

•
•

•
I frpf
•
•
7
-7 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

liatspro,t,

cad orklyer

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

•

Deadline is Wednesday
relp. lOtli at 5pm
•
suads run on Saturday relD.13th
•
•
•$8 Love Line $10 w/ picture
••••••••••wia •••••••••••

ogual
6
.

2BR, 113A, Farm House
1 Mile North of Murray
Central H/A (gas)
$ 800 /Month,
$600/Deposit No Pets,
No Smoking after 13pm
270-759-1204

f

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

State laws forbid discriminaticin
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
Vik will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate 1.4.
is not vioiatim of the law All
per
lheretinformed
that ftsd:ellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NsA Counsel
Rene P. Milani,(703)648-1000

270-753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

.11•11... WORM.
0.1..0T V11147

I&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Career ef 121S. & Gleadab.

sista

English or French
Bulldog puppies 270335-3943
270-994-3915

1

112tais"
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4059

For Sals

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

(12tweirs
HOLLAND

LARGE home/farm for
sale. 97 acres, can be
divided. Call for more
info. 270-559-2032

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
Riverlield Estateik
Reel Property
tProfessionals
7872

MOTOR SALES
We Fmance

Ask about our
DISORIYIKL
SINICAIS
for all your
advertising
needs.

SUDOKU

SucIDICu Is. number-pacing puzzie bawd on a 94 grid *tit
several given numbers. The(kiwi is to piece the numbers I to
9 In the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same numter only once. The Malty level
ot the Conceptis Ssxkitai increases horn Monday to Sunday.
By Dave Green

2

65

Answer to previous puzzle

8

5
71
8
5
48
9
9 , 2 6,3
7 _ 92 35.
9
86
7
,

Difficulty Level ***
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753-1916

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger et Tirnts

111)(10's St 101151
(270) 436-2524

Conc.* s SudoKu
Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhen mere.co
270)436-2858.

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

Out &
... Kei
St

•
•

•

Message:

I 7 N11 Pi:It I

5x10.. $20.00
10x30-$60.00
10x24..$50.00
10x12..$22.50

Saddam

Cash paid for
good, used guns

•

270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

Apartments
1BR front $345
2EIR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Didguid Drive
TDD1-1100-545-1833 ext 283

lie RCS-Cleaning Service
"Let RCS Do your Dirty Work
Valentine's Sweetheart Special
Include& box of Chocolate & Rose
Fret Estimates
Affordable Rates
fir RINT 270-970-4612
assInte.2/20/10

•

Call Nicki at
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916 or
Email Classified@murrayledgercom

---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ---Murray, Ky 42071

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

•

visit us online at

www.58Crproperty.corn
or
www.m urrayky-enta Is.com

2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished.
$700/month. 104 Park
St.270-753-2225.

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211

•
•

•

2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

ti
t pp

Think voti for ,,'our business.'

Sendl ,9our Valentine a
Special Message!

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

Theissatesba sa

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

••••••••••••••••••••••

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

HIRING Experienced
Cooks,
shift 4am-11pm
Wednesday- Saturday.
No Phone calls
Apply between
9am -2pm
Tuesday- Friday at
The Crossroads
Resturam
2039 Hwy 641 Murray

Residential & Commercial

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place )'our ad today!

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'

'OWNER
FINANCE"'
Doublewide Mobilehm
with land, New deck,
New paint, 3BR, 2BA,
dishwasher,
New
Gravel drive, blockfoundation.
110
Sundance Almo, KY.
$3500 Down, $595
Month. Ruthie 270753-2222

You are encouraged to obtain more detailed requirements of the
RFP by either requesting electronic copy at
rthompson0murrayelectric.net or by phys'cally stopping by the
office at 401 Olive Street, Murray KY 42071.

crude
Min
Esau=
Mu
25
815,046 $24.9214 Prc,.urernent Specialist

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

270
Mobile Homes For Sib

No proposal will be accepted after February 19th, 2016 at 3:00 p.m.
at the main office located at 401 Olive Street, Murray KY 42071.
Application made at any other location will be deemed invalid.

1.111LUILEACLIELMSFAZiafrafait
An Ordinance amending the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances, Ordinance Number 2016-1669, which
adopted the 2016-2016 City ofidintay, Kentucky
Annual Budget to restate certain revenues and
expenditure* for the City of Murray Operations
Budget to include a Procurement Specialist position,
with rate of pay as follows-

BEDROOM Suit. New
in boxes. 6 piece
Cherry Sleigh Bed
$695. 270-293-4121.
Can deliver, $40 down,
take it home today.
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40
Take home today!

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-1200

IC PCINI aft a TOL SCCIAWAL11411C-A T ICI•441

Murray Electric System is requesting proposals from qualified firms
of Certified Public Accountants to audit the financial statements of
The Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray cVb/a Murray Electnc
System for the five (5) consecutive fiscal years beginning with fiscal
year ending June 30, 2016. These audits are to be performed in
accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING Camp Septic Cleamilg of/Iturray

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

oUS E South 12th St

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

feardASERVICE D

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

6 8 7 9 13 5 4
532874 9 1
14 9 2 5 6 3 8
49372 1 65
875649 1 2
2 1 6 385 79
9 2 1 46783
3 6 85 9 2 4 7
-7 6 4 1 3 8 2 6
Ind•
•

2
6
7
8
3
4
5
1
9
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Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Institut
All jobs - hg or
small

753-9562

,270i
293-4020
GARY W.DICK

ELECTRIC
.

....•••

VISA

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

Water Demi* Rows
ersoss & Floor Jose
Remodeling

Plumbing

www.hillelectric.com

Will Do Insurancs Work
Me& ississCasi magma

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

sv Dating
IOW Pump Serrke
Rethientfal
Apiculture/

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Sarvice.Licensed
and insured. Free est)mates. 270-438-2582,
270-228-4504

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

Davits Howe
!Improvement
LI.0

Ron Fe:one
1270) 227-314(.
(2701 474-01?

Saalwatschtses
Horne Repair &
Construction
AN horns awls am be
handled
*Addons a Remodsls
4Nyeal, Framing.
Penang
•Discia, Doom,
Windage, Flooring
Licensed wid Insured
Ben at
270-226-3567

ALLEN Mowing
&voices
Free Estimates
Gail 270-293-8753
DRYWALL & painting.
no job too big Of
smaitHandyman services as well. Free estimates. Cal Logan at
270-293-0404.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Lich 270-873-7700
David Z70-227-1106
tif.2txtiallanttialaf

Pats

D TIRES
5 16 inch
mg at S20
counted

53-5606

Used Cars
LAND
R SALES
Finance

about our
solavad

Reck&

• all your
vertIsIng
needs.
13-1916

S grid with
numbers Ito
lumn and each
e difficulty level
lo Sunday

'puzzle

5 4'2
16
3 87 1
3 58
2 3
7 9 4 it
3 3,51
4 7
269

1

CgaillIrrware LI.ct,jcàt Contractors. LAX

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

(270)226-0194
Service cm a&
IDS* &reads

boss Sollosts

Liorasui & Iwured

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
-Removal
-Stump Grinding
-Firewood
qnsured
(270) 489-2839

HILL St
PUMPS
EXCAVATI
4 TRUCK!
All Your Sepal
Instattahonk
& Repair ,
Dirt, Gr
White Rock,
Unit & Ail

(270)759-0890
II l I's

L

aillindYnlin
•Ywd WaTces

+Vacuum Washing
•Gular Calarnig
Clary 270-227-05=

\I \A

areldy &

\

I I

\II \
pnial

ism* ownedioparats4

750-1151 • 293-2753
293-27E4

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger et Times 170-753-1916

Frankfort
It's a good
thing that
Frankfort is
much more
than politics.
If it was just
all of the
chit-chat
that comes
out of our
Out &About state's capi... Kentucky tal city, I'm
not
sure
St*
many would
By Gary P.
want to visit.
West
For sure this
Syndicated
city
of
Columnist
27,000 permanent residents is steeped in as much history as any place in Kentucky.
Ricked into the rolling hills on
the banks of the Kentucky
River, Frankfort has long been
the correct answer on many quiz
shows. If you're from Kentucky
it's an easy answer when confronted with "What is the capital
of Kentucky?'
New residents transitioning
into our state are surprised to
learn it's:
Louisville or
Lexington.
whether you're
a Kentucky lifer or new-comer a
visit to Frankfort is well worth
it.
A visit here should start at the
Tourist and Convention Center
at
100 Capital Avenue
(1.800.960.7200). It is centrally
located to many of the nearby
historical attractions as well as
being close to the Capitol.
The State Capitol is one of the
most beautiful capitol buildings
in America.
In 1904 the
Kentucky General Assembly
voted to spend $1 million for a
new, larger structure to replace
an overcrowded statehouse
downtown. Six years later in
1910, a magnificent State
Capitol was dedicated . The
$1.8 million cost had nearly
doubled from the original appropriations. Some things never
seem to change in that regard,
but now we may have a clue
where it started.
It is sometime interesting as to
how towns arrive at their names.
Frankfort is no exception.
Founded in 1786 when

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason MR

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb. 4, 2018:
This year you will take action and manifest a long-term desire. What
you want surrounds a friendship or a group of associates. The only

obstacle that is likely to appear will be self-made. If you are single,
you will meet someone of interest by broadening your circle of
friends. This year will be very romantic, if you so choose. If you are
attached, you and your sweetie will have reason for celebration off
and on. The two of you have the ability to make your dreams a reality. CAPRICORN can be very conservative and difficult at times.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You could be opening up to new ideas because of the way
an expert has presented his or her thoughts. You are likely to test
these ideas out on others. You'll want to get feedback before you say
too much. Today, you show the possibility of success. Tonight: Out
late.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Continue working directly with loved ones. In some cases, it
might involve a personal matter, however, you will be dealing with
experts, so you can't go wrong. Once you feel as if you're all on the
same page, you can initiate a change. Tonight: Follow the music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might not be in control right now. Realize that you cannot control anyone but yourself. A discussion about a money matter
or an emotional situation could occur between you and an adviser of
sorts. Take your time with this conversation. Tonight: Listen to a
loved one.
Photo submitted CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You'll accomplish a lion's share of the work. You could have to
The grave site of Daniel and Rebecca Boone overlooks the city of Frankfort.
redo some of it once you have a discussion with a partner or an
Kentucky was still considered a tors the chance to experience touches the name on the associate. Understand that what you come up with might not be the
part of Virginia, a pioneer Kentucky from 10,000 B.C. anniversary of the soldier's final decision. You are on a path to the final decision. Tonight: Sort
through offers.

named Stephen Frank was killed
at a ford in the Kentucky River.
Called Frank's Ford in the
beginning, it eventually became
Frankfort, and in 1792 when
Kentucky officially became a
state, Frankfort became the capital.
Still, Frankfort had to fight off
several
challenges
from
Louisville and Lexington in
those early years for the Capital
designation. However, it was
that 1904 vote to build the new
building that settled it once and
for all.
The Capitol's 70 iconic
columns on the exterior, and the
photo-op rotunda inside make
this a must. Take a few extra
minutes to visit the ever-changing first floor exhibits.
The nearly 170,000 square
foot Kentucky History Center
can easily take up a good portion of the day. That is why it's
a good idea to plan at least two
days in Frankfort. The History
Center is a short walk from the
Capital Plaza Hotel.
This
Center has something for everyone, and it includes a $2.8 million interaction "Kentucky
Journey" exhibit that gives visi-

through modern times.
It
includes a stroll through the
Cumberland Gap, as well as
showing the effect the-Civil War
had on Kentucky.
Buffalo Trace Distillery sits on
the banks of the Kentucky River
and offers free tours.
The downtown area near the
old Capitol offers several
antique, craft, book and art
shops as well as comfortable
places to grab a quick snack.
Allow enough time to take in the
Liberty Hall Historic Site. It
actually includes two homes:
Liberty Hall (1796) and the
Orlando Brown House (1835)
next door.
A Frankfort visit must include
a stop at the gravesite of Daniel
Boone and his wife, Rebecca.
Majestically overlooking the
city, 17 Kentucky governors are
also buried in this cemetery.
The
Kentucky
Vietnam
Veterans Memorial pays tribute
to the 125,000 Kentuckians who
served during the Vietnam War.
The Memorial Plaza contains
the names of more than 1,100
Kentuckians who gave it all.
The memorial is unique in that
the featured sundial pointer

death.
The Rebecca-Ruth candy store
has a history that includes being
the first to make a candy with
100-proof bourbon. Bourbon
ball? Probably.
Although there are several
good places to eat in Frankfort, I
can suggest a couple that are not
your run-of-the-mill eateries.
In the downtown area, next to
the "singing bridge" is Rick's
White Light Diner. It is one of
the most popular places among
the locals, and believe me it's an
experience. So, too, is the
Office Pub and Deli. It's not in
the downtown area, but well
worth the short drive. If this
place had walls that could talk,
there's no telling what kind of
backroom deals we would learn
about.
For sure Frankfort is more
than government office buildings, and yes, many of those
who work here actually reside in
surrounding counties. That
means less weekend congestion
when you visit.
There's no excuse. Get up, get
out, and get going! Gary P. West
can
be
reached
at
west1488@twc.com.

WHO declares global emergency over Zika virus spread
By MMEY BEATEN and
MARIA CHING
Associated Press
GENEVA (AP) — The World Health
Organization declared an international emergency on Monday over the explosive spread
of the mosquito-borne Zika virus, which is
linked to birth defects in the Americas, saying it is an "extraordinary event."
The U.N. health agency convened an
emergency meeting of independent, experts
in Geneva to assess the outbreak after noting
a suspicious link between Zika's arrival in
Brazil last year and a surge in the number of
babies born with abnormally small heads.
"After a review of the evidence, the committee advised that the clusters of microcephaly and other neurological complications constitute an extraordinary event and
public health threat to other parts of the
world," WHO Director-General Margaret
Chan said.
WHO estimates there could be up to 4 million cases of Zika in the Americas in the next
year, but no recommendations were made to
restrict travel or trade.
"It is important to understand, there are
several measures pregnant women can take,"
Chan said. "If you can delay travel and it
does not affect your other family commitments, it is something they can consider.
"If they need to travel, they can get advice

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** The Lion roars right now, and you'll achieve whatever you
decide is important. You need to backtrack and make sure that you
have dotted your i's and crossed your t's. You might discover that a
very important detail has been left out. Tonight: Get a head start on
a project.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You're a bit like a car being turned over and suddenly
rowing its engine. You might want to take off to do what you must
and start your weekend simultaneously. Handle one matter at a time,
and you're likely to accomplish both goals. Tonight: Christen the
weekend a day early.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to

open up a conversation with someone
from whom you feel a coldness. You probably will succeed, but not

immediately. Give yourself space to do more of what you want, and
let this person want to join you. Touch base with a family member.
Tonight: At home.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might be experiencing a lot of frustration from dealing
with a financial matter. As a result, you could decide to throw a project in the air and let it go. Think through your plan of action before
you carry it out. Have an important conversation. Tonight: All smiles.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-0ec. 21)
***** You have what it takes, and you make a big difference to
others. Your ability to cruise through your day and complete what
you want will be highlighted. Be aware of your finances; check your
accounts to make sure you can afford what you are thinking of.
Tonight: Party time'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Zero in on what is important to you. You'll want to move
forward and take action. Hold off and do some research first. You
could discover a better path. Take your time making a stronger decision, as it will lead to a more effective action. Tonight: Feeling your
Wheaties.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friendship will be instrumental in making your choices. A
meeting provides you with some direction for how to proceed. Still,
you might decide to do some hard thinking. Time is your ally right
now, so don't rush into anything. Tonight: Brainstorm with a friend
over a meal.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)

**** You are on top of your game. Others turn to you to get your
feedback and tap into your leadership skills. Later in the day, your
focus is likely to change, as a jovial tone marks your interactions.
You might feel as if others realty appreciate you. Tonight: Let the
party go on.
BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter Alice Cooper (1948), singer/songwriter Clint Black
(1962), musician Jeff Schroeder (1974)

AP Photo/Lao Correa

Health workers get ready to spray insecticide to combat the Aedes aegypti mosquitoes that transmits the Zika virus under the bleachers of the Sambadrorne in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2016.
from their physician and take personal protective measures, like wearing long sleeves
and skirts and pants and use mosquito repellent."
"The.isat such public health emergency was
declazed for the devastating 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, which killed more than

11,000 people. A similar declaration was
made for polio the year before.
Such emergency declarations are meant as
an international SOS signal and usually trigger increased money and efforts to stop the
outbreak, as well as prompting research into
possible treatments and vaccines.•

FARRIS:
ROLANE
Cattle Dog
Hound & Labrador
Retriever Mix •
Male
Five Months • Male
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)759-4141

4B • Wednesday, February 3, 2016
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Stand up for
better health

Woman on egg donor registry
need not volunteer her status

Teo years ago
Thirty years ago
Calloway's I inthey Smith was
State Rep. Freed Curd and State
crowned homecoming queen during Sen. Greg Higdon are shown listenDEAR ABBY: I recently decid- daughter and tell her you are not
halftime festivities of the girls' ing and responding to
DEAR DOCTOR K: Several substituting two hours of standing
comments of
ed that I wanted to help an infertile comfortable with her entertaining of my colleagues have switched to for sitting also improved blood
game against Murray High. Other
about 20 local residents who attendcouple conceive by becoming an her boyfriends in your home in the standing desks Does standing re- sugar and cholesterol levels
members of the court included Kaed a legislative forum in Murray.
egg donor. I'm well-educated and
tie Bogard, Marcy Boggess, Chrismanner you have described. Tell ally make that much of a difference
A standing desk is certainly one
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale of have a job I love. I understand the her that if she wants to have sex, to your health?
ty Westphal, Ashley Henson and
way to increase the time that you
Murray will observe their 56th wed- commitment both time-wise and she should do it elsewhere -- but
Amanda Van Ameringen.
DEAR READER: Research stand throughout the day. There
Pictured is Kristine Warren as she ding anniversary on Feb. 1.
emotionally. not under your roof with younger
suggests that are other options, too. See if colThe Kappa Department of the
I am now part children nearby. Because it's your
more leagues will agree to a true "standpauses at a barn on Fun:hes Trail in
the
of a registry, home, your rules should apply.
we sit, the
midst of preparing for a year-long Murray Woman's Club will have
ing meeting." Get up and walk to
MINOS
and I could
deployment to Kuwait. She leaves a Sweetheart Banquet on Feb. 4 at
more
your co-worker's office rather than
be selected
to meet her new medical unit for the
likely to deDEAR ABBY: My girlfriend of
Murray State University's Curtis
heavily on email.
relying
for a dona- two years was offered the opportufirst time at Fort McPherson, Geor- Center. Hostesses will be Jill Ashvelop heart
Here are a few other suggestions
tion at any nity to travel to Nepal for a monthgia. The 38-year old will leave her er, Dana Baz_zell, Lon Morris, Gale
disease and
incorporate throughout your
time. Like long stay. Leading up to the trip I
2 1/2-year-old daughter, husband
oast illness- to
Vinson and Sandy Culp.
other young tried not to be jealous, but I did say
and job at Murray-Calloway Counes, includ- day:
Forty years ago
-- Set an alarm to go off every 30
women,
ty Hospital's Center for Health and
I some childish things like, "You're
ing diabetes
Local motorists were surprised
am
dating. leaving me for a mountain?" Howand cancer. to 60 minutes during the day. When
Wellness.
it rings, get up and walk around. I
However, I ever, before she left, I told her I
The Angels Community Clinic of by three inches of snow yesterday
Dear Abby
Dr. Komaroff Whether it's
am conflicted knew it was a great opportunity
Murray will mark its sixth anniver- afternoon. Schools in both Callositting at the use this trick myself.
by
by
sary and to date, has served 11.960 way and Murray City systems are
about wheth- and that she should enjoy herself.
computer
-- Pace during phone calls. Stand
Abigail
patients according to Executive Di- closed today.
er to tell my
Dr. Anthony
She emailed me a couple of
to get some up and walk around when you're
rector Summer Cross, R.N.
dates about nights ago about how she and two
work done or on the phone. I use this one,too.
Buddy Hewitt, golf coach at
Van Buren
Komaroff
Calloway County High School Murray State University, has been
my involve- of her male guides went to a bar toon the couch
- Make TV time less sedentary.
varsity
ment
with gether where she got drunk. They
watching TV, Watch TV standing up instead of
cheerleaders
receiving named to Golf World's Board of
awards include Jacqlyn Murdock,
egg donation and if so, how. I un- plan on going to the club again lat- too many hours spent on our bot- sitting down. If you're really moCoaches to select the magazine's
Toree Rogers. Attie Dandeneau,
derstand that this is extremely per- er during the trip.
toms increases the risk of dying tivated, march in place or swing
top 10 collegiate teams during
Ellie Fisher, Carle Todd, Courtney
sonal, but at the same time I could
I trust my girlfriend, but I can't from any cause -- even if you exer- your arms. I'm considering this
March,
April,
May
and
June.
Futrell, Christy Westphal, Whitney
have genetic offspring out there. help but worry that she may be tak- cise regularly.
one.
Filly years ago
Redden, Kaitlyn McCoil, Keela
Can you advise? -- HELPING en advantage of. I didn't mention
Think of it this way: Say you
I spend a lot of time sitting at
James Rudy Bailey, son of Mr. OUT IN BATON ROUGE
Eans, Kaytlin Young,Laura Glisson
my concerns and even encouraged sleep for eight hours. That leaves
computer, writing this column
and Mrs. Rudy Bailey, was promotand Heather Lowe.
DEAR HELPING OUT: I do her to go and have fun. But am I 16 hours in your day. Even the my
(and
other things). Roughly every
Twenty years ago
ed to Lance Cpl. while serving with not think it would be appropriate wrong to feel worried? Am I being most physically active among
The handbell choir of First Chris- the U.S. Marines on the USS Ran- to share this information with any •insecure? -- LEFT AT HOME IN
us, who exercise one or even two half-hour, I get up, walk around,
tian Church met and practiced earli- dolph out of Norfolk, Virginia.
man you are seeing casually. How- FLORIDA
hours a day, still have 14 hours to walk up and down one flight of
stairs and wave my arms around.
er this week. Pictured are Stephanie
DEAR LEFT AT HOME: fill. That's a lot of time.
Johnny Kelso,son of Mr. and Mrs ever, if a relationship becomes seDonnelly, Haley Hart, Jessica Mar- Glen Kelso, represented Calloway rious, you should discuss it. A way You're not wrong to feel worried.
A study recently published in the I'm convinced that it makes me
vin and Samantha Stanley as they
to start the conversation would Under the circumstances, it's only European Heart Journal suggests less stiff.
County High School's Chapter of
work together to produce a song.
be to say, "It's said that the most normal. Does your girlfriend drink 'that spending more of that time
Also,several studies have shown
Future Farmers of America at the
Former Vice President Dan
meaningful gift a person can give at home? And if she does, how standing, as opposed to sitting, can that constant fidgeting can burn off
Youth
Power
Food
Conference in is a gift of self. Well, I have taken does it affect her? At high altitudes have a big impact on your health.
Quayle, will present a lecture at
close to 300 calories a day, which
Murray State University on Tues- Louisville.
it literally."
the effects of alcohol can be mag- For the study, researchers moni- helps control your weight. By fidBill Outland, son of Mr. and
ODOM
day, Feb. 27 in Lovett Auditorium.
nified.
tored the activity levels of roughly geting, I refer to things like pacing
Calloway County defeated Trigg Mrs. Milton Outland of Murray, has
DEAR ABBY: My 22-year-old
It's one thing to be open-mind- 700 adults to determine how much the floor, or just constantly shifting
County 75-39. Calloway senior been named adviser to the Dawson daughter, a recent college grad- ed and quite another to be so time they spent sitting, standing, your weight or wiggling around in
Brad Duncan scored 30 points, in- Springs Board of Education. He is uate, is back living at home. She open-minded your brains fall out. walking slowly, and walking at a
your chair.
cluding 17 of Calloway's 18 points the head teacher at Dawson Springs has been bringing her boyfriends Rather than encourage her, you moderate to vigorous pace.
We're not talking about training
in the second quarter.
home and having sex in her room. should have warned her to be careEvery two hours a day spent
High School.
for
a triathlon here -- just some
Calloway County Public Library
I have a real problem with it. There ful because what she did was risky. sitting was associated with an inSixty years ago
simple changes that won't even
will continue its program on the
are
younger
children
living
here.
As
for
feeling
insecure,
at
this
point
crease
in
weight
and
waist
size,
Recent appointments by Gov.
study of literature with Homer's
My husband is not aware of what you're entitled to feel that way.
as well as in levels of blood sug- cause you to break a sweat!
A.B.
Chandler were Joe McCuiston
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
110011010
The Odyssey. Among the 50 pergoes on behind her closed doors at
ar and cholesterol. As you might
sons attending the first session on and Clarence Mayfield as district night. How should I handle this? -Dear Abby is written by Abigail expect, time spent walking rather and professor at Harvard Medical
Jan. 29 were Betty Lowry,Beth Be- magistrates and Joe Bruce Wilson STILL UNDER MY ROOF
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne than sitting not only lowered cho- School. To send questions, go to
lote, Dana Chap, Lois Pharris, Lib- as foreman of the Calloway County
DEAR STILL: If you prefer Phillips, and was founded by her lesterol and blood sugar levels, but AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Road Department.
by Hart and Linda Kelly.
not to involve your husband in
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact also reduced waist size and weight. Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second
this, have a private chat with your Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com Perhaps more surprisingly, simply Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)
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Today is Wednesday, Feb. 3, the
34th day of 2016. There are 332
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 3, 1959, rock-and-roll
stars Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens
and J.P. "The Big Bopper" Richardson died in a small plane crash near
Clear Lake,Iowa.
On this date:
In 1783, Spain formally recognized American independence.
In 1913, the 16th Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, providing for
a federal income tax, was ratified.

Mins From Helots.
In 1930, the chief justice of the
United States, William Howard Taft,
resigned for health reasons.(He died
just over a month later.)
In 1943, during World War II,
the U.S. transport ship Dorchester, which was carrying troops to
Greenland, sank after being hit by
a German torpedo; of the more than
900 men aboard, only some 230 survived.
In 1966, the Soviet probe Luna 9
became the first manmade object to
make a soft landing on the moon.
In 1991, the rate for a first-class

postage stamp rose to 29 cents.
In 1994,the space shuttle Discovery lifted off, carrying Sergei Krikalev, the first Russian cosmonaut to
fly aboard a U.S. spacecraft.
In 1998, Texas executed Karla
Faye Tucker, 38,for the pickax killings of two people in 1983; she was
the first woman executed in the United States since 1984. A U.S. Marine
plane sliced through the cable of a
ski gondola in Italy, sending the car
plunging hundreds of feet, killing all
20 people inside,
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CAN OLIVE OIL STAND THE HEAT?
Dear Heloise: My daughter told me that OLIVE
OIL should not be used for frying -- for example,
chicken. If that is true, how should I be using it? -Frances W., Hope Mills, NE.
Well,I hate to get into the middle of a mother-daughter "discussion," but, according to my research, she is
not completely correct. Years
misinformation
ago, much
about frying food with olive oil
(related to the smoking point at
high temperatures) was circulating. However, current information shows that it can safely
take the high temperatures used
for frying food. Just don't heat it
until it smokes -- that's the point
of no return. If the oil starts
smoking, called the smoke
by
point, it's too hot and not wise
to fry food in.
Heloise
Go ahead andfry the chicken
without worry. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
LEFTOVER VEGETABLES
Dear Heloise: Like most, I cook carrots and potatoes in a pot roast. We prefer the vegetables not too
soft. On the first serving, they are perfect, but as leftovers they become overcooked. To work around this, I
have two methods.
I cook as many carrots and potatoes as will be eaten
in the first serving,and leave the broth as is(no gravy).
For the subsequent meal, I cook appropriate amounts
of carrots and potatoes in the broth from the roast.

Another second-meal approach (our favorite) is to
cook more potatoes than needed for the first meal. For
the second serving, mash the cooked potatoes. They
are not fluffy like potatoes cooked for mashing, but
they are savory and flavorful. Sometimes I even mash
a bit of carrots with them for a bit of extra flavor. They
are really quite good. -- Rhonda D.; via email "
Yum and double yum! Mashed -- or smashed, as I
call them (not whipped) -- potatoes lOtth carrots is delicious! A sneaky way to add some veggies to a meal,
also. Thanks! -- Heloise
STUCK CAKE
Dear Heloise: I was recently baking a birthday cake
in a fluted cake pan. The recipe called for it to cool for
15 minutes and then remove. Because it was late, I let
it sit overnight before trying to remove the cake.
The next morning,I couldn't get it out. My husband
ran some hot water in a large bowl and sat the cake
pan in it for about a minute. The cake came right out,
saving the day. -- Lucky Wife, via email
WASH GLOVES
Dear Heloise: I read your column on using disposable gloves for food preparation. I use nitrite gloves
when making a variety of foods. Before I touch the
food. I put on the gloves, then wash them with an antibacterial soap and rinse. Just a little added food safety.
-- Jesse M., Mertztown,Pa.
NO-DRIP OIL
Dear Heloise: Because the can of cooking oil gets
greasy and slippery, I put a wristband around the can
near the top. The wristband is the stretchy cloth type
tennis players and basketball players wear. -- Bette P.,
Boerne,Texas
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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ACROSS
1
Too big a hurry
6 Pathfinder launcher
10 Nebraska city
11 Alpine trill
12 Namely
13 Tequila source
14 Spheres
15 Fitting
16 Debtor's letters
17 Pitcher's pride
i8 Blasting stuff
19 Gets a break
22 Downhill runners
23 Leg, e.g.
26 Leaves quickly
29 Faucet
32 Common verb
33 Tier
34 Vim
36 Poet Angelou
37 Concur
38 Sofa's kin
39 Lunkheads
40 Cake cover
41 Egg layers
42 Substantive

Rio
15
17
20
21
24
25
27
28
voice
29
30
31
35
36
38

Debate side
Mollifies
Nanny's child
Frank McCourt book
Czech region
Tending to float
Blubber
Like Willie Nelson's

Yesterday's answer
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Sudoku .
THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr , Orlando, FL 32803
1
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DOWN
Masseur's unguent
1
2 Ready for romance
3 Ten-spot
4
Not that
5 "Dig in!"
6 Canceled
7
Make suitable
8 Common dice roll
9
Ready for sentry duty
11 Temple topper
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Tutor
Polygon corner
Juan of Argentina
Cincinnati team
Late runners
Badly lit
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